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ABSTRACT 
Concern for environmental degradation has been a motivating factor in the efforts to 
reuse or recycle construction and demolition waste. The intention is not only to reduce 
environmental desecration, but also to recycle the construction and demolition waste into 
potential building materials to be reused elsewhere. This study investigated the supply 
and demand of recycled construction materials in the Western Cape, and aimed to 
determine the perception held by important stakeholders about these materials. 
A qualitative analysis of the case study results revealed that poor waste management 
plans implemented on construction and demolition sites have affocted the quality, supply 
and price of recycled materials. In addition to this it was also revealed that the negative 
perceptions regarding recycled materials were the major barriers to creating an 
established secondary market. Inadequate knowledge and experience were major 
contributors to resistance to change of perceptions. 
The qualitative analysis of the results of the questionnaires showed that the majority of 
respondents still preferred to use primary materials over recycled materials. However, It 
appears that the gap between respondents who prefer to use primary materials, and those 
who utilize recycled materials, has narrowed in comparison to results obtained in 
previous studies. It seems that there may be more usage of recycled materials in the 
future. 
The results also revealed that tax cuts, could be a good economic incentive to encourage 
the use of recycled material. The questionnaire results also revealed that the majority of 
the respondents believed that landfill taxes where not effective in discouraging the illegal 
dumping of waste, and that the lack advertisements, and difficulties in obtaining recycled 
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1. Introduction 
This chapter presents a brief ~~kground on the research topic, and the research proposal 
which outlines the following: ~~search focus, justification for the research report, problem 
statement, hypothesis, research objective, methodology, and the structure of the research 
report. 
1.1 Background 
1.1.1 Construction waste - ;': 
Construction waste is a by-product of construction industry activities such as 
construction, renovation and demolition It also results from damage to property at the 
hands of natural disasters such earthquakes, wars, and floods. Construction and 
demolition (C&D) waste, building rubble, and construction debris are other terms used to 
refer to construction waste. For the purpose of this study, the term construction waste 
shall include all types of waste material generated on the construction and demolition 
l site. 
'-
International studies have found the construction industry to be a generally wasteful 
sector (Ekanayake & Ofori, 2000). It is estimated that up to 15% of material delivered to 
a construction site ends up in landfills. Considering that the construction industry 
contributes a significant amount to the GDP and development of any country, the waste 
levels highlighted above represent lost opportunities, particularly in terms of employment 
creation, economic growth, prolonged uSe of fInite natural resources and preservation of 
habitable ecosystems that support a better life for all. 
Macozoma (2001) posits that the South African construction industry generates about 5 
to 8 million tons of construction and demolition waste per annum. This waste results 
from domestic and industrial construction activities. Over one million tons of 
construction and demolition waste ends up in landfills annually, of which, a large 
proportion consists of concrete and masonry rubble and a small proportion is timber, 
steel, metal, glass and plastic. 
Kamil Delaware 
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1.1.2 Composition of construction and demolition waste 
Obtaining reasonably accurate figures for the composition of construction waste has so 
far been elusive. The Building Research Establishment (BRE) center for waste and 
recycling has been gathering detailed statistics on waste arising from different types and 
sizes of construction sites. The details of six of these sites are illustrated in Table 1, 
below: 
Table 1a Composition o/Waste Components/or Different Types & Sizes o/Construction 
Sites (Hurley and Hobbs, 2001) 
waste Group Office A HousingB HousingC LeisureD HousingE Restaurant F Ave 
% % % % % % % 
Concrete 2 18 0.5 3 10 0 5.6 
Ceramic 2 0 0 0 11 4 ILl 
Insulation 9 0 2 1 9 1 3.7 
Plastic 4 17 37 4 5 10 12.8 
Packaging 47 8 22 49 9 32 27.8 
Metal 6 3 0.5 3 1 0 2.3 
Plaster &. Cement 10 1 0.5 3 2 0 2.8 
Miscellaneous II 18 13 15 19 7 13.8 
Timber 8 33 25 3 15 20 17.3 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
The miscellaneous category accounts for typical waste on site, ranging from sofas to 
plants, tyres and glass. Almost half of all material waste was found to be due to timber 
pallet usage on-site. It should be noted that this table does not represent the gold standard 
for the composition of construction and demolition waste found on a construction site. It 
merely serves the purpose of highlighting the general construction and demolition waste 
composition on site. 
~ilI>elaware 
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1.1.3 Re-use and recycling 
Lawson et a1. (2001) also found that the rate at which construction and demolition waste 
are recycled and re-used in the European Union countries varies from five percent (5%) 
to ninety five percent (95%). A good example is the Netherlands - this country has an 
80010 recycling rate for construction waste. This is due to strict governmental legislation 
and good waste management planning. 
According to Lawson et al. (2001) there is growing evidence that previous studies 
underestimated the amount of construction and demolition waste being recycled or re-
used in the United Kingdom. Landfill tax has contributed to a large increase in the 
number of fixed and mobile crushing and recycling sites. Some of these inert waste 
recycling sites are experiencing a shortage of waste materials. 
Recycling and re-use of construction waste plays a vital role in reducing the usage of 
energy, reducing the requirement land for landfills, as well as the reduction of extraction 
of natural resources. The energy required to extract raw materials and convert them into a 
final product is very high in relation to the energy required for recycling (Thormark, 
2001). For example the energy used in recycling aluminium is far less than that required 
to produce it from raw materials. There are however, several barriers to recycling, other 
than technical difficulties. These include economic, geographic, legal, social, temporal 
and informational barriers (Thormark, 2001). In addition, recyclers have difficulty 
selling their products because of the limitations imposed by standards and specifications 
for building construction and the traditional engineers who are generally unwilling to 
explore innovative materials. The public perception of secondary material forces 
recyclers to sell their products at a lower price than otherwise (Macozoma, 2001). 
The recycling and re-use of materials is attractive since it puts material waste back into 
the production cycle. In other words, part of the un-used materials on site is accounted 
for, and the other part may be used to provide materials to disadvantaged communities to 
~ill)elaware 
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build their homes (Habitat, 2001). This is a major promoter of sustainable construction 
and sustainable development. 
In order to make the construction industry sustainable, the industry needs to minimize 
waste disposal One way of achieving this is through recycling. Since rubble is under-
recycled and constitutes a high proportion of waste in South Africa, it rolls back the gains 
in sustainable construction. A market for secondary materials is required to encourage the 
recycling of rubble. 
Recycling, recovery and re-use have a great contribution to make to construction and 
demolition waste minimization. The biggest challenge thus far is the establishment of a 
viable secondary construction materials market. 
1.1.4 Quality of reeycled products 
The quality of recycled products refers to the physical and chemical characteristics of 
these recycled products. The physical characteristics of these recycled products include, 
durability and aesthetic appeal, while the chemical characteristic includes, the chemical 
reaction that will result when this recycled product comes into contact with other 
products. This can be best illustrated using an example of the chemical reaction between 
recycled mortar and bricks. The bond between the bricks will depend on the quality of the 
recycled mortar. 
The quality of recycled products is dependent on the quality of construction and 
demolition waste supplied to the recycling plant. In order to achieve better quality of the 
recycled products, construction waste needs to be properly managed. The construction 
and demolition waste generated from the site must be separated at the source. This means 
that the masonry rubble, etc. should be placed separately from the concrete rubble, etc. 
This also applies to timber, metal and glass, where each by-product should be placed 
separately. The separation of construction and demolition waste not only plays a vital role 
in ensuring that the construction and demolition waste remains uncontaminated, but it 
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also reduces the cost that the recycler would have to spend in separating the waste. This 
reduction of cost will assist the recycler to deliver the product at a lower price and be 
competitive. 
The lack of implementation of a good waste management plan on the construction site 
bas played a vital role in the supply of poor quality construction and demolition waste to 
the recycling plant which in turn, has resulted in poor quality recycled products. In 
addition to this, lack of research on ways to improve the quality of recycled products has 
also contributed the poor quality of recycled products. Lack of understanding of what 
causes the poor quality of recycled products has resulted in a negative perception about 
the products among engineers, consults and contractors. These negative perceptions have 
influenced the client's decision to use or not to use recycled products. 
1.1.5 The extent to wbieb reeyelable materials are used 
The steel industry has, for many years, been aware of the environmental and economic 
impact of waste from the construction and demolition process. Demolition contractors 
have extensive experience in recycling stee~ both from structures (beams and columns) 
and reinforcements (Hobbs & Hurley, 2001). 
Barros et al. (1998) propose that construction waste can be separated into main 
components at .the construction site or at a sorting facility, depending on its composition. 
They further state that waste composed mainly of stone material can be directly shipped 
to a crushing facility where it will be crushed into recyclable aggregates. Most of the 
construction and demolition debris are crushed and used in the construction of road layers 
(Barros, Dekker & Scholten, 1998). 
Malans Quarries is a company based in Cape Town that has been a supplier of materials 
used in the civil and building construction industry. The company deals with the crushing 
of construction rubble to produce sand, which is then supplied to contractors (Hale, 
2001). An example of Malans Quarries recycling project is the Westlake Office 
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Development. Eighty percent of the material used in the road infrastructure was crushed 
rubble from demolished buildings on this site. Malans Quarries are currently 
investigating the possibility of manufacturing concrete aggregates from construction 
waste (Hale, 2001). 
1.2 Research Focus 
This research will investigate whether the development of recycling and re-use of 
construction and demolition waste material is dependent on the demand for secondary 
material in construction industry. 
1.3 Justification of the Research Report 
The construction industry has not responded to recycling needs to an appreciable scale. 
Perhaps it is waiting for greater landfill pressure, economic incentives or restrictive 
legislation before acting. But one thing is clear. The problem will not go away unless 
research is done to understand the root cause for under-recycling of rubble in the 
industry. In addition the construction industry utilizes millions of tons and generates huge 
quantities of waste. This is not sustainable. To bring the waste back into a reusable 
condition it is necessary to recycle materials. The extent of recycling in the Western Cape 
is not known and has not been documented. This project conducted basic research in this 
area, which is all the justification that was needed for doing this research project. 
1.4 Problem Statement 
The problem that will be addressed by this research can be summarized as follows: 
In order to make the construction industry sustainable, the industry needs to minimize 
waste disposal. One way of achieving this is through recycling. Recycling would foster 
sustainability. 
Kamil Delaware 
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1.5 The Hypothesis 
The hypothesis to be tested in this research may be stated as: 
Low levels of recycling construction and demolition waste are not caused by inadequate 
demand for recycled materials. 
1.6 Objectives 
The objectives of this research were to: 
• Conduct a detailed literature review that would: 
o Examine the amount of construction and demolition waste that is 
dumped in the landfills. 
o Examine the extent to which construction and demolition waste is 
recycled and re-used. 
o Examine the demand for secondary material in the construction 
industry. 
• Determine quantities of construction and demolition waste supplied to the 
recycling plant 
• Determine quantities of recycled materials supplied to the end user 
• The perception about recycled materials by individuals 
1.7 Methodology 
For a systematic collection and compilation of basic da~ the following were carried out: 
o Literature Survey: a comprehensive literature survey was undertaken to obtain 
background information on the topic. Relevant literature on construction and 
demolition waste, waste management, and recycling and re-use of construction 
and demolition waste materials, quality of secondary materials and demand for 
secondary materials in the construction industry was examined. However, there 
Kamil Delaware 
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were limited sources of literature on secondary materials in the South African 
construction industry. 
o One case study was carried out and questionnaires were sent to 25 construction 
companies of different size classifications. The random sample was selected from 
general contracting construction companies in Cape Town. 
o Interviews and questionnaires with producers and suppliers of secondary 
materials to determine the difficuhies they are faced with, if any, were conducted 
1.8 Research Limitations 
Data collection was limited to tre Western Cape and has a time limitation 
1.9 Organization of the Research Report 
It is proposed that the thesis is structured as follows: 
Chapter Two: A review of the literature: The literature regarding the sources of 
construction and demolition waste, the situation of construction and demolition 
waste in South Africa, recycling of construction and demolition waste, and the 
secondary market was reviewed and discussed. 
Chapter Three: Research methodology and design. This chapter presents the 
research methodology that was followed as well as the research design. 
Chapter Four: Reporting. discussion and interpretation of the findings and a 
comparison of empirical research findings with tre literature is undertaken. 
Kamil Delaware 
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Chapter Five: Conclusion and Recommendations from the findings. This chapter 
tests the hypothesis and concludes the research report. 
recommendations for future research from the conclusions. 
1.10. Chapter Summary 
It also draws 
This chapter presented a background on the research topic, stated the research 
hypothesis, and outlined the research objectives. It also highlighted the methodology 
that was followed in the collection of the data The chapter to follow will presents a 
review of the literature on the research topic. 
Kamil Delaware 
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2.I.The Source of Construction and Demolition Waste 
2.1.1. Introduction 
~-Building construction has traditionally been a linear process consisting of sourcing of 
raw materials, followed by the processing of these raw materials into the final 
product. This is known as the construction phase. The resulting by-product of 
construction processing is known as construction waste. Traditionally, the assumption 
was that there is an unlimited supply of raw materials that provide the input for 
processing and that there is a bottomless pit or landfill that absorbs the waste 
(Macozoma, 2002). However this is not the case, since the supply of resources is in 
fact limited and there is no such bottomless pit (Macozoma, 2002). 
Literature suggests that reduction of materials extraction, minimization of 
construction and demolition waste, and the recovery of such waste for secondary use, 
could be a useful solution, to the problem of environmental degradation caused by 
extraction and dumping of excess or waste material. 
2.1.2. Life cycle of materials in building construction 
According to Macozoma (2002) the life cycle of materials in construction reveals a 
number of deficiencies that contribute to the construction industry'S poor 
performance. This wastefulness span throughout the various phases of the building 
life can be given as follows: 
Virgin material extraction: These are resources with scarce availability, which 
require the extraction of much earth for the withdrawal of only a limited amount of 
material. In addition, high energy consumption rates, emissions to the environment, 
and disturbance of ecosystems, contribute to the abuse of the environment. 
Kamil Delaware 
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Manufacturing of materials and products: The manufacture of virgin materials 
is responsible for the high energy conswnption rates, emissions to the environment 
and the use of packaging materials that end up as waste on construction sites. 
Construction process: The design of buildings, labour practices and construction 
method are some factors, which contribute to the generation of waste on the 
construction site. In addition, poor materials handling, human error and inadequate 
., waste management planning during the construction phase, influence the generation 
of waste. 
Operation and maintenance: Once the construction process is complete, the 
building will still require some kind of maintenance from time to time. Some of the 
inefficiencies associated with this include, energy performance, renovation without 
planning for materials recovery, and adaptability of buildings to different users. 
Demolition: Many buildings which are demolished have not reached the end of 
their design life. Instead, they are demolished because they do not meet the current 
client's needs. Lack of building flexibility, lack of design for deconstruction, and 
demolition without planning for recovery of useful material, are the main shortfalls 
(Macozoma, 2002). 
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2.2. The Current Construction and Demolition Waste Situation in South Africa 
, 2.2.1. Main driver for change 
The South African construction and demolition waste situation is different from that 
of developed countries. The main drivers for change in construction and demolition 
waste management practiced in developed countries include: The reduction of 
natural resources, the scarcity of land for development of new waste disposable 
~"'-~- .... .... .' 
facilities, and the need to preserve the environment and natural ecosystem. South 
Africa 'does not have thesep~~blems however prevention strategies have been 
adopted (Macozoma, 2001). 
The main drivers of change in construction and demolition waste management 
practices in South Africa include: The loss of resources resulting from the wasteful 
practices of the construction industry that has contributed to the industry recession in 
-.- -- .. 
the past decade (Macozoma, 2001); Increases in environmental degradation, resulting 
from increases in illegal dumping of construction and demolition waste; Concerns 
related to energy cons";mption levels of the conStruction industry; Increases in waste 
management costs, particularly waste transport and disposal; and The need to create 
employment opportunities. 
2.2.2. Construction and demolition waste 
According to the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR, 2001) the 
South African construction industry has been found to generate approximately 5-8 
'" 
millio_~_tons. of construction and demolition waste per annum. This waste results from 
residential building, dense housing projects and high rise residential and non-
residential dwellings. 
Construction and demolition waste is generated during activities such as new 
construction, renovation and demolition. Over one million tons of construction and 
Kamil Delaware 
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demolition waste end up in landfill sites in South Africa per annum. A large 
proportion of construction and demolition waste is reused both on and off site. A 
smaller proportion is recycled into secondary materials. The bulk of the waste that is 
__ - - __ ."~ ___ 0"-
not recorded is dumped illegally in open areas. Waste which is recovered is utilized in 
high level application such as, road construction building and formed layer. 
Construction and demolition waste contributes in the range of 15-30 percent (%) of 
the total amount of waste that is disposed of in landfill sites in most countries 
(McDonald & Smithers, 1996). McDonald and Smithers (1996) also claim that this 
figure increases to approximately 40% when taking into consideration the amount of 
construction and demolition waste generated. This indicates that construction and 
demolition waste makes for a large part of the total waste stream ofa country. 
2.2.3. Quantities of construction and demolition produced in different 
provinces in ~outh Africa 
The record keeping and control of construction and demolition waste entering landfIll 
sites throughout South Africa in general is not of a high calibre. In Table la below, 
the estimates of the total quantities of construction and demolition waste disposed of 
in the different provinces in South Africa, are reported (Macozoma, 1999). 
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Table Ib Summary o/Construction Waste Disposal in Landfills in South Africa 
Province Total construction and Illegal Dumping 
demolition waste received 
in landfills (tons per annum) 
Western Cape 200000 Extensive 
Kwazulu-Natal 375000 Extensive 
Gauteng 560000 Extensive 
Eastern Cape 64000 Extensive 
Mpumalanga Minimal Extensive 
North West Minimal Not available 
Northern Cape Minimal Not available 
North province Minimal Not available 
Gauteng has the highest amount of construction and demolition waste reaching the 
landfills, while the Eastern Cape has the lowest recorded amount that is received 
annually in landfill sites. It is quite clear that illegal dumping is a serious problem in 
open areas in South Africa. The extent to which construction and demolition waste is 
dumped illegally is extremely high throughout the provinces. The reasons behind 
illegal dumping seem to be: avoiding transportation costs, waste handling costs and 
landfill taxes. 
2.2.4. The need for waste management 
A number of developed countries have realized the need to manage their construction 
and demolition waste stream efficiently. This reduces the quantity of waste that is 
generated and disposed of in landfills annually. Many countries have, or are in the 
process of, developing legislation (e.g. landfill taxes), aimed at controlling the 
disposal of construction and demolition waste in landflll sites. However landflll 
taxes, in many cases, have tended to encourage illegal dumping of construction and 
demolition waste. 
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To discourage this, government is looking for ways to promote the use of recycled 
materials. One key method of achieving this is through the establishment of a 
secondary materials market. In order for a secondary market to be viable, 
government needs to promote the use of secondary materials, provide an enabling 
environment for secondary materials supply and production, as well as help to 
stimulate the demand for recycled materials and products (Macozoma, 2001). 
2.3.The Extent to Which Construction and Demolition Waste is Recycled 
2.3.1. Definitions 
The term recycling refers to the processing of raw waste materials to produce 
secondary materials suitable for use in building and construction activities 
(Macozoma, 2002). 
The term re-use refers to the direct use of recovered construction and demolition 
waste materials in building and construction activities, without any kind of artificial 
processing of the material waste (Macozoma, 2002). 
2.3.2. Material availability for the recycling process 
Quantities of raw materials: A recycling plant must be situated in an area where 
construction and demolition activities are taking place. The distance from these sites 
to the recycling plant should be as short as possible so as to reduce transportation 
costs. 
The quality of construction and demolition waste: The quality of construction 
and demolition waste brought to the recycling plant will determine the cost of 
recycling. Recycling of waste would not be feasible if the construction and 
demolition waste were contaminated, since the cost of pre-recycling would be high 
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and the rate of recovery of the products would be low, thereby increasing the 
operating costs. Such circumstances would be unfavorable for the recycling process. 
Removing contaminants: In order to produce good quality recycled materials, 
it is essential to separate out different types of materials from the debris before it 
enters the crusher (recycling plant). The best place to start this separation is on 
demolition and construction sites. Wooden fixtures, windows, plumbing and wiring 
can be removed and recycled separately before the rest ofthe structure is demolished. 
It is predominantly vital to exclude materials which could contaminate the debris. 
The levels of impurities have to be controlled when recycling construction and 
demolition waste in order to ensure that the finished recycled materials have 
consistent strength and durability. (Macozoma, 2000) 
Quality controls: The primary requirement for provisions of good quality 
recycled materials and products, is input control for materials (construction and 
demolition waste) received at the recycling plant. Each load of unprocessed material 
received at the plant should be inspected and if accepted, placed in a stock pile 
designated for the various grades of recycled materials to be produced. 
(Macozoma, 2002) 
Location: The location of the recycling plant plays a vital role in determining 
the success of a business. In the case of a fixed recycling plant, the distance from the 
construction and demolition site should be as short as possible. 
Storage: Construction and demolition activities are limited. It is important 
for recyclers to stockpile the raw materials when the material is available. The 
stockpile will ensure that the recycling plant operates continuously. The constant 
operation of a recycling plant during the downturn phase of the construction industry 
(no supply of material) will guarantee the supply of secondary materials in the 
market. This guarantee is vital in order to establish a positive perception of the 
secondary materials, by the engineers (consumer). The area where the recycling plant 
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is located should therefore allow an additional space for stock pilling the raw 
materials (Macozoma, 2000). 
2.3.3. Tbe advantage of reeycling construction and demolition waste 
According to Patel (2002) the following are the reasons for developing recycling of 
construction and demolition waste: 
• Compliance with policy. legislation and regulation 
Most countries have tough policies and regulations regarding the 
generation of waste. Companies that take the route of recycling or using 
recycled materials could effectively avoid costs such as tipping fees and 
government fines. 
• Elimination of illegal and unauthorised dumping 
Recycling of construction and demolition waste would discourage illegal 
and unauthorised dumping of these materials. The main reason that 
underlies the illegal dumping of waste is the cost associated with the 
disposal of the waste and various individuals avoid these high costs of 
disposal via illegal dumping. Recycling of these materials could provide 
monetary incentives to these individuals and, as a consequence, 
discourage illegal dumping. 
• Controlling costs 
Costs associated with the transportation ofwaste, tipping fees and wastage 
of materials can be recovered when the construction and demolition waste 
is recycled or re·used. Organizations that deal with recycling of 
construction and demolition waste offer payment in return for good quality 
(recoverable waste) waste materials. 
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• Conservation of natural resources 
Recycling of construction and demolition waste ensures that materials are 
put back in the materials cycle. Closing the materials cycle loop would 
conserve natural resources as well as reduce the dependency on virgin 
materials. This is vital for achieving sustainable construction. 
• Reduction ofwaste volumes to landfills 
Land is scarce and the more that landfills are filled the less land there will 
be available in future. In order to prolong the life of a landfill the amount 
of waste disposed needs to be reduced. Recycling of waste would trim 
down the amount of waste reaching the landfill thereby increasing the life 
of the landfills. 
• Useless energy in material 
The amount of energy needed to produce recycled products is less then the 
energy used to produce similar products. For example, recycling 
aluminium products saves large amounts of energy. 
• Reduction of environmental harm 
Excess dumping of waste in landfills, illegal dumping of waste and 
excessive extraction of natural resources would harm the environment. As 
previously mentioned, recycling reduces the amount of waste disposed of, 
and this would reduce the environmental degradation. 
2.3.4. Recycling of construction and demolition waste in the United 
Kingdom 
In the United Kingdom (UK) the construction and demolition waste is seen as a 
potential source of raw material. The utilization of construction and demolition waste 
reduces the reliance on primary aggregate, thus lowering the environmental impact of 
construction. The Environment Agency of England and Wales conducted a survey to 
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provide an estimate of the quantity of construction and demolition waste generated 
annually. Approximately 70 million tons of construction and demolition waste was 
generated, 5 million tons of which was recovered (approximate 9.2%) was revealed 
by the estimate. In 1995 the UK Government White Paper Making Waste Work set 
targets for increasing the use of waste and recycled materials as aggregates to 30 
million tons per annum by 2006. In order to achieve this, incentives were introduced 
for the purpose of encouraging the use of recycled materials. The tax on disposal of 
waste material to landfills, imposed as a "green" taxation measure in 1996, was an 
economic incentive to increase the recycling of construction and demolition waste. 
Lawson et al. (2001) ascertained that the UK government had set targets ensuring that 
60% of new developments should be located on brownfield sites. The problem that 
the developers were faced with was that the land was contaminated. No guidelines on 
how to classify whether waste is contaminated or not, were available. This problem 
was solved when the Building Research Establishment (BRE) and the University of 
Manchester developed a risk: assessment methodology for contamination of 
construction and demolition wastes. 
There is growing evidence that the amount of construction and demolition waste 
which is recycled has increased by a significant amount as a result ofthe introduction 
of landfill taxes. The number of fixed and mobile crushing and recycling plant sites 
has also increased. A survey, which was carried out by McGrath (2001) revealed that 
the number of recycling sites increased from 100 in 1994, to 400 in 2000. 
2.3.5. Recycling of construction and demolition waste in Brazil 
In 2000 a survey conducted revealed that the city of Salvador, Brazil generates 1700 
tons of construction and demolition waste daily. The government realized that 
something had to be done to prevent the degradation of the environment caused by 
excessive waste dumping in landfills. Thus the government passed a policy of 
reduction of construction and demolition waste. 
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The municipal waste company of Salvador (LIMPURB) created a "Construction and 
demolition waste program". The main objective of this program was to correct the 
environmental degradation caused by illegal disposal of construction and demolition 
waste. The company identified the reason for illegal dumping as the distance from the 
construction and demolition site to the landfills. Decentralization of construction and 
demolition waste reception and disposal was introduced. To achieve this, a number of 
strategically located areas where prepared to receive those waste materials. These 
areas were (and still are) called construction and demolition Waste Disposal Sites 
(WDS), and construction and demolition Waste Disposal Bases (WDB). WDS 
receive waste from small generators and are placed next to construction and 
demolition waste generator areas. WDS have the capacity to accommodate up to two 
meter cube (2m3) of construction and demolition waste per day. The waste is then 
transferred from the WDS to the WDB, which is located near a recycling plant. Each 
plant is capable of processing at least 200 tons of construction and demolition waste 
daily. The decentralization of the disposal of construction and demolition waste, 
guarantees the supply of construction and demolition waste to the recycling plants 
(Carneiro, Brum, Costa, Sampaio, Alberte, & Vieria, 2000). 
2.3.6. Recycling of construction and demolition waste in European Union 
One hundred and eighty (180) millions tons of construction and demolition waste are 
produced in the European Union each year. The rate of recycling of construction 
waste varies between 5% to 95%, in different Member States (Paulo, 2000; 
Dorsthorst & Hendriks, 2000). 
The Netherlands has drawn up a national "Building site waste" plan, comprising 
actions aimed at banning the landfilling of recoverable waste. As a result of these 
measures, approximately 95% of the construction and demolition waste is recycled 
and re-used. 
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In Denmark, municipalities are responsible for the collection of the construction and 
demolition waste. In addition to this, the authorities have introduced specific 
regulations which govern the sorting of construction and demolition waste. The pre-
sorting of construction and demolition waste will have the effect of increasing the 
quality of raw materials reaching the recycling plant, as well as a resultant decrease in 
processing costs. 
2.3.7. Recyc:Ung or c:onstrudion and demoUtion waste in the United States 
or Americ:a (USA) 
According to a survey conducted by the US Environment Protection Agency (1998), 
it was round that 20-30 percent of construction and demolition waste was recovered 
for either re-use or recycling purposes. The re-use and recycling of construction and 
demolition waste plays a fundamental role in reducing the amount of waste reaching 
landfills. The correlation between increases in tipping fees and the move towards 
alternative waste handling options is responsible for the increase in the number of 
recycling facilities. In 1996, there was an estimated 1800 recycling facilities in the 
United States of America. This number doubled in the next two years to 3500 
facilities in operation in 1998. (Macozoma, 2001) 
The success of waste minimization through waste reduction, recovery and recycling 
has been controlled by the close network that institutions have kept in an effort aimed 
towards reducing the amount of waste generated and disposed of in landfills in the 
US. In addition, the government has been very supportive financially, technically and 
with infrastructure (Macozoma, 2001). 
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2.3.8. Recycling of construction and demoUtion waste in Japan 
In Japan, 45 percent of waste generated :from construction and demolition of 
buildings as well as civil construction ends up in landfill sites. In addition to this, 
almost all of the remaining construction and demolition waste is illegally dumped. 
Illegal dumping of construction and demolition waste occurs as a perpetuator to avoid 
high transportation costs and landfill taxes. To improve the current situation the 
government of Japan has passed a new law controlling the deconstruction process and 
encourages the recycling of construction and demolition waste. The law was enacted 
in 2000. It has five main parts, namely: 
• Requirement for selective dismantling and recycling 
• Action to promote recycling and demolition 
• Regulation of the contract between the owner and the dealer 
• The establishment for a registration system to demolition dealers 
• The setting of objectives concerning recyclers 
This law has played a vital role in encouraging the development of recycled materials 
and reduction of construction and demolition waste (Nakajima & Futak~ 2001). 
2.4.Worldwide Utilization of Recycled Materials 
2.4.1. Masonry and concrete waste 
Masonry and concrete waste generated by construction and demolition activities can 
be crushed into fine and course aggregate. The fine and course recycled aggregate are 
utilized in the production of blocks, road construction and the production of mortar. 
i. Production of soil~cement blocks 
The fine recycled aggregate can be mixed with cement to produce soil~ment 
blocks. Fabrication of blocks using recycled aggregate as a raw material 
reduces the environmental impact of such wastes and provides low~cost 
construction materials. 
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ii. Road construction 
Recycled aggregate is used in the construction of the base and sub-base layers 
of roads. Using recycled aggregate in the flexible-granular bases and sub-
bases of roads consumes large amounts of recycled materials. 
iii Hardcore (Building construction) 
Recycled aggregate is also utilized as hardcore filling in building construction 
provided that the grading of the recycled aggregate is checked to suit the 
condition of the soil. 
iv. Granular material for drainage 
Recycled aggregates are also used for providing drainage layers. 
v. Production of mortar and concrete 
Mortar and concrete can be produced using recycled aggregates instead of 
primary aggregates. Recycled aggregates are produced when the construction 
and demolition waste (consisting mainly of rubble) is crushed by a recycling 
plant into fine and course aggregate. Fine recycled aggregate can be used to 
produce mortar and course recycled aggregate can be used to produce non-
structural concrete. However the utilization of recycled aggregate in 
structural concrete might reduce mechanical performance and durability of 
concrete. For this reason the possibility of re-using recycled aggregates in 
alternative ways should be examined (Moriconi et a4 2002). 
2.4.2. Timber waste 
Construction timber waste is in the form' of timber pallets, crates, cable drums and 
formwork. The majority of this waste can be re-used or recycled into secondary 
materials. However, formwork materials have a greater possibility of contamination, 
due to their contact with oil and concrete. 
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Timber recycling is now a common path for a large amount ofuntreated timber waste 
generated in construction and demolition sites. The virgin feedstock which was used 
traditionally in the manufacturing of wood panels is now replaced with recycled fiber 
in chipboard (Hobbs & Hurley, 2001). 
According to (Lohman, 1991) timber from demolished buildings can be utilized to 
manufacture wood-chip concrete by injecting cement grout into the voids of 
compacted wood-chips in moulds. However the mechanical properties of the wood-
chip concrete does not tolerate structural construction but can be utilized in non-
structural construction. 
2.4.3. Metal waste 
Steel reinforcement from demolished concrete is usually separated from the rubble on 
the site and sold as scrap to recycling plants. There is a tendency to re-use old 
reinforcement bars. This growing demand has proved lucrative enough for the 
demolition contractors to employ full-time workers, whose jobs are to straighten out 
the tangled mass of distorted and twisted rebar for use again as reinforcement steel in 
concrete for new buildings 
2.4.4. Glazing 
The main incentives for recycling glass from demolition sites are to cut energy costs 
and to reduce the impact on the surrounding environment due to quarrying of raw 
material. Glass can be recycled into a number of materials: it can be substituted for 
quartz of feldspar in the manufacturing of high-strength porcelain sanitary ware; it 
can also utilized in the production of mineral wool which is utilized in production of 
insulation products; and crushed glass can be used in concrete mixing as a substitute 
for aggregate. In the USA glass granules are used to fabricate bricks which can be 
consumed in the construction process. 
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2.4.5. Plastics 
There is an over-abundance of waste plastic, which is becoming more difficult to 
dispose of in landfills because of stricter environmental regulations. Waste plastic 
can be shredded and used as fillers in other materials such as concrete. 
According to Elias-Ozkan and Duzgunes (2000) the use of granulated polymeric 
(plastic) waste materials as aggregate and fillers in masonry mortar and outdoor 
plaster is not only a method of recycling plastic but also a technique which results in 
the following advantages for mortars and pIaster: low thermal conductivity; low bulk 
density; low wear of mixing and pumping equipment due to the lesser hardness of the 
polymers compared to mineral aggregates. 
2.4.6. Asphalt 
Asphalt is almost exclusively placed right back in the hot mix to be replaced on the 
road again. Recycling asphalt is a well-established industry throughout North 
America. A very large and established industry exists that recycles asphalt 
exclusively, and it is estimated that more than 150 million tons are recycled annually 
(www.cdrecycling.orglhlstory.htm). 
Asphalt paving materials are recovered from demolished roads. The recovered asphalt 
is recycled for both asphalt binder and for the aggregates. 
2.4.7. Gypsum 
Since Gypsum is a difficult material to recover from wallboards at demolition and 
construction sites, most countries have banned this material from landfills due to its 
contamination effect on the environment. Canada is an example of one of these 
countries. 
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2.5. Examining tbe Secondary Market 
2.5.1. Introduction 
Secondary construction materials markets consist of suppliers, industries and end 
consumers of the secondary materials and products that are sourced from recovered 
construction and demolition waste (Macozoma, 2001). Secondary construction 
materials markets have the potential to absorb construction and demolition waste that 
is fabricated. The incorporation of these wastes by the secondary market reduces the 
amount of waste reaching landfills and/or being illegally dumped. The benefit of 
establishing a self-sustaining secondary market not only decreases environmental 
degradation caused by the construction industry, but creates job opportunities, 
revenue streams and unveils new economic opportunities, while addressing the 
problems relating to construction performance and waste management practices 
(Macozoma, 2001). 
The biggest challenge faced in the recycling of construction and demolition waste, is 
the location of the market that will absorb the secondary materials. The extent to 
which the secondary materials will be absorbed will depend upon the public demand 
for these materials, their quality and performance, their price in comparison with 
virgin materials, and the supply of these secondary materials. 
2.5.2. Competition 
In situations where competition is high, the secondary material price is regulated by 
the market condition. Recyclers have little or no power to control the market price. 
The competition can exist between secondary materials and virgin materials. In such 
a case, the supplier for virgin materials can decide to lower the price of these 
materials, thereby discouraging the consumer from buying secondary materials. 
Competition among recyclers also allows for the price of secondary materials to be 
slashed. This situation has the following advantage and disadvantage. The advantage 
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of having competition among recyclers is that the quality of secondary materials will 
improve and the production process will be efficient. On the other hand, the 
disadvantage of competition among recyclers is that the selling price of secondary 
materials is decreased. This decrease in price will reduce the profit margin, which 
will reduce the incentive for the recycler to invest in research and to find new 
innovative ideas. 
2.5.3. Allocation of resources 
A fair amount of resources must be allocated to find new opportunities for expanding 
markets. It is vital for any recycling plant to uncover innovative marketing techniques 
that will attract potential clients. It is also important that future trends of secondary 
materials be closely followed, and that research into innovative ideas for the recycling 
of construction and demolition waste be conducted. 
2.5.4. Markets Constraints 
According to Patel (2002) the following factors hinder the development of a 
secondary market: 
• Low cost of primary materials 
There are many suppliers who deal with primary materials. As a result of this 
the competition that exists among primary materials suppliers is fierce. 
Companies that want to survive must offer their products at lower price. This 
has therefore lowered the price of primary materials over the years. Various 
recycling plants cannot compete with such prices, thus creating barriers for 
establishing a market. 
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• High capital costs for processing 
The amount of capital that is needed to establish a recycling plant is high. Due 
to the high risk and unstable markets of recycled materials, the majority of 
investors find it unattractive to invest an enormous amount of capital in such 
products. 
• Environmental concerns 
The process of recycling construction and demolition waste generates dust and 
noise. These factors have forced authorities to not grant permission to process 
construction and demolition waste on sites and in residential areas. This has 
resulted in increases in costs such as transport, and has discouraged the 
manufacturing of recycled materials. 
• Perception of standards and mecifications 
The perception that recycled materials are inferior because they are produced 
from waste, together with the specification criteria of materials used in 
construction (which do not take into account recycled materials) are the main 
barriers for establishing a secondary market. 
• Irregular and uncertain flow of materials 
In order for a market to be established there must be a demand for the product 
as well as a supply of the products. Due to the fact that the recycling of 
construction and demolition waste is dependent on the construction and 
demolition activities taking place in the area, it is difficult for the recycler to 
guarantee the supply of recycled materials to the market to satisfy the demand. 
The irregularity and uncertainty of the flow of recycled materials to the end 
user has created a barrier for establishing a secondary market. 
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2.5.5. Market development 
The following factors are fundamental to the development of a secondary market: 
• Technology development 
Technology development in relation to the recycling process is a key factor 
towards establishing a stable secondary market. 
• Changing the perception 
In order for a secondary market to develop and sustain itself; the way in which 
people perceive recycled materials needs to change. The negative perceptions 
that exist throughout important stakeholders in the industry need to change. 
(Patel, 2002) 
2.5.6. Stimulating secondary markets 
According to Patel (2002) the following factors can be used to stimulate the 
secondary markets: 
• Restriction or bans 
Imposing restrictions or banning the disposal of recoverable construction and 
demolition waste is an approach to stimulate a secondary market. This 
approach forces the parties responsible for generating waste to recycle the 
construction and demolition waste generated on site. 
• Subsidies for recycling businesses 
The cost of establishing a recycling plant is high. In addition to this the cost of 
running the plant is also high. The government can offer financial incentives 
in the form of subsidies for recycling business which will encourage entities to 
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establish recycling plants and increase the supply of recycled materials to the 
end-user. This would stimulate the secondary market. 
• Enforce waste management plans 
The quality of the recycled materials depends on the quality of input 
(construction and demolition waste received). The quality of recycled 
materials is a key factor in developing the demand for these materials. By 
enforcing effective waste management plans on construction and demolition 
sites a decrease in waste as well as an increase in the quality of recoverable 
construction and demolition waste would result. Therefore by enforcing 
effective waste management plans on site the quality of recycled materials is 
enhanced. 
• Education and training 
Education and training in respect of recycled materials are the most important 
factors to be considered when attempting to stimulate the secondary market. 
The negative perceptions about recycled materials that exist among 
stakeholders are due to inadequate knowledge and experience regarding these 
materials. Thus by providing education and training the awareness among 
these stakeholders would increase. 
2.S.7. Setbacks to the development of secondary materials in South Africa 
Standards and specifications: South African standards and specifications 
have not taken into account the use of alternative construction and secondary 
materials. The main factor contributing to this is the negative perception of the 
secondary materials, among the clients, designers and contractors. None of the 
mentioned parties are ready to use secondary materials, since they are not familiar 
with the risks involved. Many are also unaware of the research that is currently taking 
place in the field of secondary materials. The few standards regarding secondary 
materials that do exist in South Africa involve, technical testing of materials to 
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detennine durability. This approach takes time and has a cost implication which 
discourages the use of secondary materials (Macozoma, 2001). 
Market dynamics: The South African secondary market is not well established 
(Macozoma, 2000). A problem exists in getting the raw materials from the 
construction demolition sites to the recyclers. There is also no incentive for the 
contractor to dump the construction and demolition waste on recycling plant sites. 
Authorities are sensitive and unwilling to grant permission for construction and 
demolition waste recycling on demolition sites, naming noise and dust as their reason. 
The recyclers have difficulty selling secondary materials because of the limitations 
imposed by the standards and specifications for building, as well as the negative 
perceptions traditionally held by engineers, who are generally unwilling to explore 
new materials in the market. Funding for recycling plants, and quality assurance are 
still the main setbacks faced by recyclers in South Africa 
Incentives: There is no mechanism that will encourage the separation and the 
recycling of construction and demolition waste. 
Inadequate awareness: Lack of awareness of the potential opportunities for 
using recycled materials and the lack of resources, are factors contributing to 
inadequate marketing of recycled materials. There is a need for marketing and sales 
support. 
2.S.8. Possible solutions 
Government support: This is probably one of the most important 
stakeholders that can support the development of a self-sustaining secondary 
construction materials market. Government support can include partnerships, 
financial support, technical support, legislative support and infrastructure. 
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• Partnerships: Construction and demolition waste affects more than just 
the waste management sector. It is quite clear that an integrated approach is 
required. In order to attain adequate interaction among designers, contractors, 
clients and recyclers (Macozoma, 200 I). Partnerships with private sectors 
and communities will enhance the interaction that is critical for the 
development of the secondary materials market. 
• Financial Support: Starting up a new construction and demolition 
waste recycling plant requires a large amount of capital (Kibert et at, 2000), as 
recycling plants are very expensive. Financial assistance is not only needed at 
the initial stages of the company but also in the expansion of the markets. For 
instance, the market appears to be ready for expansion but is stagnated by the 
companies' lack of resources (financial resources). In addition to this, the 
recycler will need extra capital to cover the start-up costs. The government 
can offer assistance in the form of fmancial support through sponsorship of 
demonstration projects, as well as reducing or removing taxes on recycling 
plants and materials in attempt to lower the market price of secondary 
materials. 
• Technical support: The government can support the recyclers through 
the involvement of government staff in research tearns or by participation in 
deconstruction projects. 
• Legislative support: The government is capable of exercising its power 
to draft new laws. The new laws passed by parliament could aim to discourage 
disposal of useful construction and demolition waste in landfills and promote 
the use of secondary materials. For example, in the Netherlands, the 
government had banned the disposal of any useful construction and 
demolition waste, and, as a result of this action, the rate of recycling 
construction and demolition waste increased to ninety five percent (95%) -
the highest in the world The government can also increase landfill taxes 
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known as "green tax", which will discourage the disposal of construction and 
demolition waste. However this may encourage illegal dumping of 
construction and demolition waste. What the government could do, is reduce 
or remove the taxes related to the recycling process and offer tax exemption to 
clients who use secondary materials. The government could also increase the 
tax on virgin materials. This will all serve to promote the use of secondary 
materials. 
• Infrastructure support: The government can provide infrastructure support 
to construction and demolition waste recyclers by offering state laboratories as 
well as the use of state equipment (Macozoma, 2001). 
Standards and specifications: According to Macozoma (2001) there is a 
need to move from prescriptive specifications, as they have been shown to limit 
inno vation in secondary material use. Macozoma (2001) suggests that the appropriate 
form of specification is a performance-based specification This kind of specification 
details only the performance aspects of a particular material and not its composition 
This will undoubtedly give opportunity to the utilization of secondary materials. 
Ongoing research and development is needed with reference to the type and methods 
of testing in order to ensure that all materials are tested on merit and accommodated 
by specifications where appropriate. 
Incentives: Variable cost pricing should be introduced as a substitute for flat 
rate pricing. Variable cost pricing has been introduced in a rumber of countries to 
increase the marginal cost of waste disposal, to expose waste generated to real cost of 
waste disposa~ and to create an incentive for people to recycle waste. Pricing 
mechanisms which can be used for encouraging the recycling of construction and 
demolition waste include: average pricing, two-tier pricing and marginal pricing. The 
average pricing of construction and demolition waste is a process whereby the total 
price for the year is calculated and shared among parties who are directly involved in 
the generation of waste. The two-tier mechanism for pricing involves two stages for 
pricing. The first stage includes a flat fee that is established up to certain level, 
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afterwhich the price is raised by a considerable amount in second stage. Through 
marginal pricing, the waste is priced per unit of waste dumped. These pricing 
mechanisms can be used to promote recycling and minimization of construction and 
demolition waste. Since the greater the waste generated the higher the cost will be 
(Macozoma, 2001). 
The government can create business opportunities by injecting funds into programs 
that will encourage the use of secondary materials and also provide areas where high 
quality construction and demolition waste can be disposed of for free. The free 
disposal of high quality waste will act as an incentive to promote a waste 
management plan of construction and demotion waste on site. The high quality 
construction and demolition waste which has been disposed of will also provide 
incentives for the creation of more recycling plants, since raw materials are easily 
available and their quality is high, resulting in end products of a better quality. 
2.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter reviewed the literature on the following topics: sources of construction and 
demolition waste, the current status of construction and demolition waste in South Africa, 
the extent to which recycled materials is recycled, and the market barriers in establishing 
a self-sustaining secondary market. The chapter to follow will discuss the research 
design and the methodology used in this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN & METHODOLOGY 
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3.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter it was found that the extent of recycling of construction and 
demolition waste was affected by the negative perceptions of important stakeholders in 
the construction industry, namely the consultants, engineers, architects, construction 
managers, and project managers, whose advice could improve or increase the usage of 
recycled materials in construction. 
This chapter outlines research methods used in data collection and presents a description 
and justification of the research method. The data collection procedure is clearly defmed, 
and the structure of the research questionnaire and the case study are explained. 
3.2 ReseaRh strategy 
In broad terms, there are two types of research approaches, namely quantitative and 
qualitative research. Deciding which research method to select depends on the purpose of 
the study and the type and availability of the information required 
3.2.1 Quantitative research 
Quantitative research is defined as an inquiry into a social or human problem, based on 
testing a hypothesis or a theory composed of variables, measured with numbers, and 
analyzed with statistical procedures, in order to determine whether the hypothesis or the 
theory held is true (Creswell, 1994). Quantitative research is selected in the following 
situations: 
• To pull together realistic evidence and study the relationship that exists 
between these :facts in order to test a particular theory or hypothesis. 
• To uncover facts about a concept, question or an aspect. 
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3.2.2 Qualitative research 
Qualitative approaches seek to gain insight and to understand perceptions of the world, 
either as an individual or as a group. In qualitative research, the beliefs, understanding, 
and opinions of people are investigated. The data collected may be unstructured, at least 
in its raw form, but will tend to be detailed and hence rich in content and scope. The 
information collected in qualitative research can be classified into two categories of 
research, namely, exploratory and attitudinal. 
• Exploratory research 
Exploratory research is used when the amount of knowledge about the topic is 
inadequate. The method for collecting the information is normally interview-
based. The purpose of exploratory research is intertwined with the need for 
clear and precise statements of the recognized problem. 
• Attitudinal research 
Attitudinal research is used to instinctively evaluate the opinion, view or the 
perception of a person, towards a particular object. The method used for 
gathering this kind of information is by questionnaires. 
3.3 Techniques for data collection 
There are a number of techniques that are used for collecting research data. These 
include surveys, questionnaires, interviews, case studies and triangulation. 
3.3.1 Surveys 
Surveys are used to gather data from a relatively large number of respondents within a 
limited time frame. There are two types of surveys: 
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• Descriptive survey: The aim of this survey is to answer questions such 
as, 'how many, who, where and when?' It entails counting the number of 
respondents with certain opinions towards a specific object. (Rileyet a4 2000) 
• Analytical survey: The objective of this survey is to establish the 
relationship and association between the objects of the researcher 
questionnaire. 
(Gillham,2000) 
3.3.2 Postal Questionnaires 
Postal questionnaires are probably the most widely used data collection technique for 
conducting surveys. Postal questionnaires have been widely used for descriptive and 
analytical surveys. Types of questions which occur in these questionnaires take the form 
of open~ended or close~ended questions. Open-ended questions are designed to enable 
the respondents to answer in full. Closed~ended questions have a set number of responses 
as determined by the researcher (Melville, 1996). 
3.3.3 Interviews 
Interviews may be structured on three different levels, namely unstructured, structured 
and semi~structured. One type of research may require the combination of all three forms 
while other types may require only one form. 
Tmes of interviews: 
• Unstructured interview: This form of interview uses open-ended questions. 
The questions are often pitched at a very general level so that the researcher 
can observe the direction in which the interviewee chooses to take their 
response. It is usually conducted within a qualitative research framework. 
• Structured interview: In this form of interview the questions are presented 
in the same order and with the same wording to all interviewees. The 
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interviewer will have full control over the questionnaire throughout the entire 
interview process. 
• Semi-structured interview: This form of interview is more formal than 
the unstructured interview in that there are a number of specific topics around 
which to build the interview. 
(Foddy, 1993). 
3.3.4 Case studies 
Case studies are used when exhaustive analyses of an entity, a group of individuals, or a 
particular project are sought. The conclusion drawn will not be generalized but, rather, 
related to one particular event. This is because the case studies which focus on one aspect 
of a problem. There are three types of case study designs. 
Types of case studies 
• Descriptive case study: This type of case study is analogous to the concept 
of the descriptive survey, except that it is applied in. 
• Analytical case study: This type of case study is analogous to the concept 
of the analytical survey, with the exception that it is applied on detailed cases. 
• Explanatory case study: This type of case study is based on the theoretical 
approach to the problem. It explains causality and tries to show linkages 
among the objectives of the case study. 
3.3.5 Triangulation 
Triangulation is the use of two or more research methods to investigate the same thing. A 
questionnaire is utilized to generalize. Thus a representative sample of respondents 
would assist the researchers to understand the general strength of the finding from the 
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particular case study and would serve to aid understanding of its unique and generally 
appropriate features. 
(Fellows & Li~ 1997). 
3.4 Choice of Research Method 
The choice of research method will be determined by the type of information that needs 
to be captured. The discussion that follows identifies specific information needs of this 
research and the appropriate research method selected. 
3.4.1 Sources of information 
This research project aimed to investigate the perceptions that various individuals in the 
construction industry have regarding recycled construction materials. In order to capture 
information related to these perceptions, one needs to study the demand and supply that 
exists for recycled materials. The demand for recycled materials will be governed by the 
perceptions held among the consumers of these materials. It can also be used to identify 
precisely what these perceptions are. However to ensure this, other factors should also be 
examined, including, the supply of recycled materials, specifications and standards for 
recycled materials, quality of recycled materials, and built-in incentive mechanisms used 
to encourage the use of recycled materials. It is therefore necessary to use a case study to 
capture information regarding the supply of recycled materials and a questionnaire to 
capture information regarding the demand for these materials. 
3.4.2 Reason for selection 
The research strategy selected for this research report includes a quantitative as well as a 
qualitative component The reason for selecting both strategies is due to the fact that 
information to be collected from the case study conducted, as well as the various 
perceptions held regarding recycled materials, cannot be quantified. In contrast to this, 
information gathered through use of questionnaires can be statistically analyzed and 
quantified using percentages and a ranking scale. 
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The survey technique chosen for data collection for this research report was 
'Triangulation'. The rationale for selecting this technique was that, two techniques were 
necessary for collecting the data. The first technique utilized was 'a case study' while the 
second technique was a 'questionnaire'. 
3.5 Methodology 
The respondents were telephonically contacted and asked if they were willing to 
participate in the study by completing a questionnaire. The questionnaire (Appendix A) 
was either hand-delivered or delivered via facsimile to all willing respondents. 
Questionnaires that were hand-delivered were returned immediately after completion to 
the researcher, while those delivered via facsimile were faxed back to the researcher. 
These two techniques of delivering the questionnaires were selected, in order to increase 
the respondent hit rate. Prior surveys conducted of a similar nature revealed a low rate of 
response (i.e. 37%). 
The questionnaire survey was conducted throughout the Western Cape Region. 
Questionnaires were sent to companies rather than individuals. The firms were randomly 
selected using the Professional Directory, Yellow Pages and Master Builders Booklet 
The total survey size amounted to twenty-five (25) firms, comprising large, medium, and 
small construction contractors, civil engineers and consultants. This diverse sample was 
necessary to achieve a wide spectrum of the perceptions surrounding recycled materials. 
A total of sixteen questionnaires were returned, of which fifteen were suitable for 
analysis. This constituted a response rate of sixty four percent (64%) which is considered 
acceptable for a survey of this nature. 
Malans Quarries Company, a recycling company in Bellville, was selected for a case 
study, because it is a well established recycling company in South Africa. MaIans 
Quarries Company was the first recycling company to be established in the Western Cape 
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Region. It bas been operating for more than ten years and it is expanding as a business. 
Due to the vast knowledge and experience the company bas to offer in terms of recycling 
construction and demolition waste, it was selected among the three construction and 
demolition waste recycling companies in the Western Cape Region for this case study. 
The case study was conducted on one of three Malans Quarries Company recycling 
plants in the Western Cape Region. The particular recycling plant studied was selected 
because it is currently dominant among the three. The information was captured by 
observation and a personal interview with the recycling plant manager and the director of 
Malans Quarries Company. 
3.6 Strueture of the Questionnaire 
The questionnaire was divided into seven sections. Each section was designed to capture 
the required information (discussed below). Sections one to six of the questionnaire were 
in the form of a ranking scale. The respondents were required to select one out of four 
responses provided, namely: strongly agree, agree, disagree, and strongly disagree, to 
answer each question. Each response selection was based on the experience, knowledge, 
and skill of the respondent. The 1ast section of the questionnaire consisted of a series of 
open-ended questions. The open-ended questions were designed to allow the respondent 
the freedom to add any further relevant information. The additional information provided 
by the respondent was constrained within boundaries set by the researcher. The pre-
setting of such boundaries was necessary to avoid responses containing irrelevant 
information. 
Section one: This section pertained to the quality of recycled materials. Some 
authors have argued that the quality of recycled material is poor. while others argue that 
the quality of recycled materials is good provided that specifications are followed Thus, 
the aim in designing this section of the questionnaire was to determine the perceptions 
held by consumers regarding the durability and performance of recycled materials used in 
construction, so as to clarify the contradiction that exists in the literature. 
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Section two: This section was comprised of questions regarding the availability 
of recycled materials. The literature revealed that recycled materials were not well 
advertised and they are not readily available. This section of the questionnaire aimed to 
determine the ease of obtaining recycled materials by the consumer. It was thus designed 
to capture information regarding the availability of recycled materials in the Western 
Cape. 
Seetion three: This section attempted to establish whether an incentive 
mechanism would help to encourage the utilization of recycled materials in construction, 
since the literature stated that reduction in taxes and! or tax exemption encourages the use 
ofrecycled materials. 
Section four: This section was aimed at capturing information regarding the 
South Africa Bureau of Standards (SABS) in relation to the utilization of recycled 
materials in construction activities. While the literature suggested the use of 
performance-based testing over traditionally used perception testing for assessing the 
performance standard of recycled materials, this section of the questionnaire also aimed 
to capture the perceptions of the respondents regarding assessment of recycled materials 
using performance-based measuring. 
Section five: This section investigated the role of the pre-design phase (i.e. 
briefing stage) of construction and whether or not it had any influence over the utilization 
of recycled materials. 
Seetion six: This section was subdivided into two sub-sections. The fIrst sub-
section investigated the reasons why some companies do not use recycled materials. The 
second sub-section investigated the reason why companies did utilize recycled materials, 
as well as the quantity utilized, and the application of these materials. 
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3.7 Questionnaire appraisal to ensure that it would work as intended 
It was critical that the questions presented in the questionnaire worked as intended. For 
this reason the following procedure was followed in the questionnaire appraisal. 
3.7.1 Editing 
The topic, as well as the information that was required about the topic and reason for 
coveting this information was clearly defmed for the respondents. Hypothetical issues 
were avoided to ensure that the questions asked were relevant to the respondents. Care 
was taken to ensure that the questions asked were not biased in any way, but were 
instead, generated from questions arising in previous studies. Layman's terms were used 
to describe questions to make certain that respondents comprehended them. 
3.7.2 Pilot study 
A pilot study was conducted on a small sample of respondents drawn from the target 
sample population. The purpose of this pilot study was to uncover aspects of the 
questionnaire that were likely to result in ambiguities amongst respondents in the main 
study, as well as to discover whether or not the respondents interpreted each question as 
intended. The respondents of the pilot study were systematically asked the following 
questions by the researcher: 
• "Did any ofthe questions make you feel uncomfortable?" 
• "Were any questions repeated?" 
• "Which (if any) question( s) was (were) misinterpreted by you?" 
• "Were there any sections where you felt that you would have liked the 
opportunity to say more?" 
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3.7.3 Question testing 
A small sample of respondents drawn from the target sample population was used for 
question testing. Three techniques were used in question testing. The first technique used 
was to ask the respondents to rephrase the questions in their own words. The second 
approach was a double interview, while the last approach was to ask the respondents to 
think aloud as they answered each question. 
• Asking the respondent to rephrase the questions in their own words enabled the 
researcher to identify the understanding of the question by the respondent. 
• DQuble interview: This procedure entailed presenting each question that was 
selected for testing to the respondents in the normal way. After each question was 
answered, a sequence of questions designed to uncover the respondent' s 
interpretation of the key concepts was posed. 
• Asking the respondents to think aloud as they answered each question: This 
approach rests on the principle of having respondents think aloud as they are 
formulating answers to the questions selected for in-depth investigation. The 
respondents were asked to write their thoughts down. This information was 
examined and utilized in formulating the final questionnaire. 
3.8 Structure of the Case Study 
The case study was designed to capture information regarding the supply of raw materials 
(construction and demolition waste) to the recycling plant, the recycling process that 
takes place on a recycling plant and the supply of recycled materials to the customer 
(contractor). The case study was divided into the following three parts: 
Part one: This part of the case study dealt with the supply of raw materials 
(construction and demolition waste) to recycling plant. It identified the different 
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suppliers of raw materials to the plant, the procedure taken to check the quality of the raw 
materials received, as well as the quantity of raw materials received annually. 
Part two: This part dealt with the technical aspects of running ofthe recycling plant. 
That is, the type of plant used, the capacity of the plant and production techniques 
applied. 
Part tbree: This part of the case study dealt with the supply ofrecycled material to the 
consumer (contractor). The following themes were investigated: the quantity of material 
sold, feedback from customers (who have utilized the materials), marketing strategies of 
the company and setbacks faced by the recycling company. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
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4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the case study conducted at Malans Quarries Company. It also 
presents an analysis of the case study and the results of the questionnaires. 
4.2 The Malans Quarries Company - Case Study 
The aim of this case study is to investigate the supply of raw material (construction and 
demolition waste) reaching the recycling plant; the recycling process that takes place, and 
the supply of recycled materials to the end user (consumer). 
4.2.1 Background 
Malans Quarries is a company based in Cape Town that was originally a transport 
company dealing with the transportation of civil engineering materials. Later the 
company involved itself in the mining of natural gravel crushings and establishment of 
sand mines. In 1996, with the demolition of the old Power Station at Paarden Island, it 
was decided that material from the site be re-utilized for the planned development on the 
same site. However, the development did not occur. For this reason Malans Quarries 
entered into the business of crushing the demolition waste from the old Power Station and 
selling it commercially as recycled aggregates. The company now has recycled 
aggregates (Crushed rubble), sand supplies, quarrying and gravel supplies as its core 
business. Consequently since 1996, the company has crushed more then 1,200,000 m3 
(cubic meters) of demolition and construction waste and sold it to engineering contractors 
and brick manufacturers. 
4.2.2 Operation of the plant 
The construction and demolition waste is loaded into a dump truck by an excavator. 
From there the material is put into the bin of a crushing plant. The construction and 
demolition waste is then fed into the primary jaw of the crushing plant. The rubble then 
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passes on a conveyor belt under a rotary electromagnet. The electromagnet is used for 
removing metal objects entrapped in the recyclate. The crushed rubble passes through a 
row of hand pickers who remove contaminated particles. The secondary jaw crusher is 
then used to crush the rubble to the required size. This crushed rubble then passes 
through a screen. The oversized material re-enters the system and passes through the 
secondary jaw crusher once again. The diagram below illustrates the operation process of 




Figure laThe flow of material on a recycling plant 
4.2.3 The supply of raw materials 
The main suppliers of raw materials for the recycling plant (crushing plant) in Malans 
Quarries are construction contractors, civil contractors, and demolition contractors. The 
quantity and quality received from these suppliers differ. Obviously the quantity received 
will be greater from the demolition contractor in comparison to that received from the 
construction contractor. 
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The construction contractors who supply the raw materials are mainly large construction 
frrms, namely Murray and Roberts, WBHO, etc .... 
Power construction, Encor Civils, and Brink and Heath Civils, are some of many civil 
contractors who supply raw materials to the recycling plant. In addition to the civil and 
construction contractors, Ross Demolishers and Bradis Demolition Company also supply 
raw materials. 
Assessment of raw material quality 
Malans Quarries Company has a simplified method of assessing the quality of 
construction and demolition waste (raw materials) delivered to the recycling plant. The 
method which is used to assess whether the quality of raw material is appropriate or 
inappropriate is based on judgments made by experienced personnel. Before the 
construction and demolition waste is off-loaded from the truck, the material is visually 
checked by experienced employees, and the decision regarding the rejection or 
acceptance of the raw materials to be stock piled, is made, based on the perceptions of 
this employees, who draw from their knowledge and expertise. Despite the fact that 
Malans Quarries does not have any sophisticated method of testing the quality of the raw 
materials received by the suppliers it has managed to provide excellent quality recycled 
materials by implementing this simple quality checking method 
Sorting ofthe raw materials 
The construction and demolition waste materials need to be sorted before they can be 
recycled. A high proportion of sorting takes place before the materials reach the 
recycling plant. Most of the sorting takes place on the construction and demolition sites, 
however the extent to which construction and demolition waste is sorted on site will be 
determined by the waste management plan implemented. Well-organized waste 
management plans will reduce waste contamination. Malans Quarries is faced with the 
additional costs of landfill taxes (Appendix B) transporting contaminated waste (i.e. 
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paper, plastics). Such costs could be avoided, if the suppliers had better waste 
management plans in place. It is vital for a recycling company to cut down its costs so as 
to provide reasonably priced recycled materials in comparison to virgin materials. 
Quantity of raw materials received 
Malans Quarries receives approximately two hundred thousands tons (200 000) of 
construction and demolition waste annually. Due to the highly unpredictable nature of 
construction and demolition waste supply, Malans Quarries have adopted a system of 
building up stockpiles of raw materials. The stockpiles ensure a continuous supply of 
raw materials, in addition to a guaranteed supply of recycled materials to its customers. 
The composition of materials received 
The raw materials received from the supplier at Malans Quarries generally consist of a 
mixture of concrete and masonry rubble as well as small traces of meta4 plastic, wood 
and paper. The concrete and masonry rubble is mixed with excavation rubble. The 
mixing of the rubble makes the recycled materials better binding. The mixed raw 
materials are stock piled afterwhich no separation of different elements is done (i.e. 
keeping concrete rubble separate form the masonry rubble). 
4.2.4 The supply of recycled materials to the end user 
The main clients that Malans Quarries supplies with recycled materials are construction 
contractors, civil contractors and brick manufactures. The contractors include: 
• Power Construction 
• Martin & East Civil 
• Encor Civils 
• Quideori Contractors 
The above named contractors are the main clients for the company, but are not the only 
clients, as many others have not been named here. 
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Projects utilizing recycled aggregate suppUed by Malans Quarries 
The following are some examples of projects where Malans Quarries have supplied 
recycled aggregate: 
• Century City, Ratanga Junction, and Grand West Casino where recycled 
aggregate was used as a sub-base for the parking lots. 
• The Cape Town International Conventional Center where Malans Quarries 
supplied the recycled aggregate G-5 as a sub-base and G-7 as a layer below the 
sub-base. The recycled aggregate supplied were used for the access roads and 
parking lots. The quantity of recycled aggregate supplied was approximately 
2850 tons. 
• Westlake Office Development where 80% of the materials used in the road 
infrastructure was crushed demolition waste from the demolished buildings on 
site. 
Quantity of recycled materials sold 
Approximately two hundred thousand tons (200 000) of recycled materials are produced 
and sold annually. When compared with the amount of raw materials received before 
recycling, the amount of recycled materials sold annually is approximately equivalent. 
AppUcation of recycled materials 
The most common applications of these recycled materials are as follows: 
• G-5: This type ofrecycled material is used in road construction or parking as a 
sub-base. 
• G-4: This type of recycled material is also used in road construction or parking 
as a base-course. 
• G-7: This type of recycled material is used in brick manufacturing. 
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. These materials are however, not limited to road and parking construction. They have 
other applications too, for example, some of these materials are used in the 
manufacturing of bricks. 
4.2.5 The perception of the consumer from the supplier's point of view 
Malans Quarries have been supplying recycled materials for more then six years. The 
response that the company has received from the customers in terms of the quality of 
recycled materials bas been that the materials supplied are good, and that no traces of 
defect or failure have been acknowledged (Appendix C). However, the company is still 
faced with the problem that some consulting engineers continue to hold negative 
perceptions about the recycled materials, disallowing the use of these materials. The 
reason given by these consulting engineers has been that the materials are inferior in 
quality. However when consulting engineers were asked to provide evidence to support 
their argument, it was found that their argument had no basis. 
Frequently asked questions of tint time buyers 
The two most common questions that are asked by first time buyers of recycled materials 
include: 
• Do the materials conform to standards specifications? 
• Are the materials inferior to virgin materials? 
Marketing barrien 
The main problem faced by Malans Quarries in terms of marketing the recycled materials 
is the negative perception that exists in people about these materials. They hold the belief 
that because recycled materials are produced from recycled waste they must be inferior in 
quality. The consultants' failure to accept these materials is the main problem faced by all 
recyclers. 
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Malans Quarries have developed a marketing strategy that can help to create new 
markets. The strategy focuses on manipulating the price of recycled materials. The 
company has seen what a reduction in price of the recycled materials can do to the market 
for these materials. The company conducted an experiment to test this price 
manipulation strategy, by lowering the price of recycled materials to 20% less than virgin 
materials. In so doing, they noticed an increase in the demand for these materials. As the 
demand for these recycled materials increased, the negative perceptions (inferior quality) 
about these materials, previously held by some consuhants, reduced. 
Malans Quarries also used academic institutions for research and development of 
recycled materials in terms of improving the quality and process methodologies to be 
implemented. Continuous improvements in recycled materials will lead to better markets 
in the future. 
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4.3 Case Study Discussion 
4.3.1 Introduction 
Two particular tactics were used in the analysis of the data obtained from the case study 
conducted, namely, pattern matching and time series analysis. The pattern matching 
technique involved comparing the observed processes to the theory derived processes, 
while the time series analysis technique was used where the interaction of tasks across 
time lines was analyzed. The discussion to fullow will include considerations of the 
following themes: raw materials delivered to the recycler, sorting of the raw materials, 
the supply of recycled materials to the end user, and the perceptions of the consumer 
from the supplier's perspective. 
4.3.2 Raw materials delivered to the recycler 
Large construction companies, civil engineering companies and demolishing companies 
were found to be responsible for maintaining the supply of raw materials to the recycling 
plant, and the quantity of raw materials delivered was dependent on the stage of 
construction that each of these companies was at. For example, during the demolition and 
excavation stages of construction, the quantity of raw materials delivered was reported to 
be at its highest, whereas during the ftnishing stages, raw materials supplied to the 
recycling plant was generally at it lowest. 
The case study revealed the interesting finding that small contractors did not contribute to 
the supply of raw materials to the recycler. In the Western Cape, the number of small 
contractors is much higher than that of large contractors. However, these small 
contractors mainly engage in renovation contracts where a high percentage of waste is 
generated from renovation activities. Additionally, because the total waste generated 
consists mainly of small batches of waste, the majority of these batches either, end up at 
landftll sites, or are illegally dumped. 
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Furthennore, a large number of small contractors, particularly in the Western Cape, may 
not prioritize the implementation of waste management plans. In such instances, waste 
generated may be contaminated, with many different types of waste materials mixed 
together, as it may not be economically viable to transport small quantities of waste 
produced. Therefore, potentially recoverable waste may not be re-usable or recyclable. 
The establishment of a decentralized system for collecting construction and demolition 
waste would increase the supply of raw materials to the recycler as well as discourage 
illegal dumping. Such a decentralization technique has been utilized in Brazil and in 
Denmark (Carneiro et at, 2000), and the literature suggests that these decentralization 
techniques have proved to be a success. However, in order for the decentralization 
technique to sustain itself a demand for recycled materials is necessary. 
One decentralization technique is currently being implemented in South African by the 
paper recyclers, ''Sappi''. This company has established small stations where waste 
paper is collected. These stations are located in prime areas where waste paper is 
generated (Le. schools, copy shops and offices). Introducing an equivalent technique in 
the construction industry in the Western Cape, may assist in increasing the supply of raw 
materials to the recycler. 
Another finding revealed in the case study was that the annual amount of raw materials 
(construction and demolition waste) received by Malans Quarries' recycling plant was 
approximately two hundred thousand tons. In comparison to the amount of waste 
reported to be generated annually (Macozoma, 1999), the amount of waste received is 
proportionally small. In addition, the literature suggests that in the Western Cape two 
hundred thousand tons of construction and demolition is dumped in landfills annually. 
However, inadequate record keeping has resulted in difficulties quantifying the exact 
amount of waste received in these landfills (Macozoma, 2001). It is also important to 
remain cognizant of the fact that the two hundred thousand tons of waste reported to be 
dumped in landfills annually, excludes all waste being illegally dumped. Even so, two 
hundred thousand tons of waste reaching the landfill sites, is still a large amount of waste 
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to merely discard Deficient waste management implementation may have contributed to 
this excessive amount of waste dumping in landfills. 
4.3.3 Sorting of the raw materials 
The literature states that sorting of construction and demolition waste is fundamental to 
the development of the quality of recycled materials, where this quality is dependent on 
the quality of the raw material input. Countries like Denmark have noted the importance 
of sorting construction and demolition waste. In such countries, the authorities have 
introduced specific regulations which govern the sorting of construction and demolition 
waste, where the pre-sorting of construction and demolition effectively increases the 
quality of raw materials reaching the recycler. Since the recycler has little control over 
the quality of raw materials received at the recycling plant, the recycler accepts all raw 
materials that meet the standard set by the recycler. In addition, the recycler has the 
option of rejecting the raw materials judged to be below the set standard, or accepting 
these materials and bearing the cost of separating recoverable waste from the rest of the 
waste. In conducting the case study on Malans Quarries it was found that recyclers did 
not accept any raw materials judged to be below standard, thus leaving the contractors 
with no other option but to dump all the rejected materials in landfills. 
Had effective waste management plans been implemented on the construction and 
demolition sites, prevention of this large quantity of poor quality raw materials dumped 
in landfills may have been possible. Effective management of waste would have ensured 
that recoverable waste was kept separate from non-recoverable waste, and if the 
recoverable materials were further sorted out into different components (Le. wood, glass, 
concrete, masonry), the likelihood of their quality remaining of an appropriate standard 
would have been high. Furthermore, through implementation of effective waste 
management plans, additional revenues to the contractor and the recycler would have 
been ensured, in that contractors would have received income for the materials supplied 
to the recycler, while the recycler would have profited from sales of high quality recycled 
products (i.e. a 'win-win' situation). 
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The resuhs of the case study verified the technique Malans Quarries utilized to inspect 
raw materials before accepting them for recycling. Because construction and demolition 
waste brought to the recycling plant generally consisted of a mixed variety of materials, 
conducting any technical testing on these materials, (e.g. hydraulic testing of concrete 
rubble) was not possible. Therefore, the technique used by Malans Quarries was based 
on a visual examination of the raw materials, which may have been inefficient, in that 
such a technique allows for much variability in subjective judgments of the standard of 
the raw materials. 
Once more, had appropriate waste management plans been implemented on the 
construction and demolition sites, where waste generated was classified according to 
recoverable use, technical testing may well have been possible. 
The case study also revealed that additional costs were incurred by Malans Quarries for 
removing contaminated waste from the recycling plant and transporting it to landfill sites. 
These costs were reported to increase the overhead cost of the recycling plant. Given that 
the competing advantage of recycled materials over primary materials is the 'price', it is 
vital for the recycling plant to avoid any unnecessary sundry costs, since any additional 
costs would have a severe impact on the demand for recycled materials. 
4.3.4 The supply of reeycled materials to the end user 
The case study revealed that the quantity of recycled materials sold annually was 
approximately two hundred thousand tons, which was equivalent to the amount of raw 
materials received annually, implying that recycled materials are utilized in the Western 
Cape. However the case study also revealed that in comparison to primary materials, the 
amount of recycled materials used in the Western Cape is extremely small 
Through the case study it was found that Malans Quarries supplied secondary materials 
as well as primary materials yet, the amoWlt of primary materials supplied in one month 
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was equivalent to the amount of recycled materials supplied in an entire year. It was also 
reported that a number of consultant engineers refused to utilize recycled materials, 
stating 'inferior quality' of these materials as their reason for refusal. Negative 
perceptions held by consultants regarding secondary materials may also have contributed 
to this excessive difference in the demand for primary versus secondary materials. 
Previous literature on the topic revealed a similar pattern, although the reason for refusal 
suggested by the literature included the fact that inadequate knowledge and awareness of 
recycled materials played a vital role in prolonging the negative perceptions among 
various consuhants. 
The recycled material sold by Malans Quarries was reported to be used primarily in road 
construction, with G-4 and G-5 being the recycled materials most commonly produced 
The reason stated for this was that these materials could be easily tested before being 
employed in road construction. In addition to this road construction is not as complex as 
the construction of buildings, where risks are high and unfamiliar to consultants. The 
literature has suggested that this risk factor has played a major role in discouraging the 
use of recycled materials in other construction activities (Lima, 2000), and this 
suggestion was confirmed through the case study. 
The case study did however highlight the fact that more consultants and constructors are 
experimenting with the use of recycled materials, than in the past. This was evident in the 
other applications of these materials, that were reported, including application in parking 
lot construction (which is similar to road construction), as well as brick manufacturing. 
These other application patterns reveal a positive trend for the development of recycled 
materials. However the transformation towards the utilization of recycled construction 
materials is slow. 
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4.3.5 The perceptions of the consumer from the supplier's perspective 
The literature proposed that the negative perceptions held by various individuals created a 
market barrier for recycled materials (Macozoma, 2001). This was confirmed in the case 
study, where the recycler reported that the biggest challenge for establishing a sustainable 
secondary market was to persuade the consuhants that recycled materials could be 
utilized in construction without affecting the quality of the end product. 
MaJans Quarries have successfully implemented a particular strategy to assist in the 
persuasion of the consultants who previously disagreed to utilize recycled materials, to 
make use of recycled materials. This implies that resistance by various individuals to the 
utilization of recycled materials is not based on the actual performance of these materials, 
but rather on the lack of awareness and knowledge regarding recycled materials. 
Serious marketing is required to spread the awareness concerning the use of recycled 
materials. Many recyclers have insufficient resources available; this has played a role in 
hindering the development of recycled materials in the Western Cape. Macozoma 
(2001) suggests that government support is needed in order to spread awareness of 
recycled materials. 
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4.4.1 Introduction 
Tbe (0110\\101 section pr~'Sems the results and analysis ofl/It QucSlionnaire. 
4"' .2 S«lion one oflh e qUHlionnairt 
This 5<:Clion aimed !O d~1erml/IC the perceptions held b) ConSUffiCl1i n:{;arding the Quality 
of recycled materials. in temls of durability and performance:. Thr~'(' qucSiions weI\' 
presented in this !il'<:lion oflhe quc~lionJUljre. TlIc first qucSTion was dcsigrll:d 10 gather 
infurmation regarding ",bether the respondents (houghllMI n:cycled m3lcrials could be a 
substitute for primary material. The ~lId 'lucslion W~§ iocludcd 10 determine the 
rc~por)(\cnt's pc!rccptions regarding the performance Qfltt)cJcd n18lcrials. and the third 
question was incorplJl1I\cd 10 m~esligalc the pcrec;'cd gap between rt..'Cydcd malerials 
and primary materials. in lel1TlS o(usability. 
4"".2.1 QUl'Slion I : Can rtC) dfiJ maluial, rtpluC' primar) nl . lcrid~:' 
Figure I below depicts.be: dis!ribution of responses from al1rcspondcn!s!o question I of 
It.: qucslionnaire. in lentlS of percentages. 





figure J I'ercenlagl: scores lOr respondents on question I 
1 
I 
With reference 10 Figurc " Iwenty perccnt (1<r1o) ofJ'e!;pondenlS strongl) agreed.lwenl) 
seven percent (27%) a~rcl-d, forty seven pc.'TCent (47%) of tile respondcrus disagreed and 
~\'Cn percent (7%) strongly disagreed, tkat TeC}clcd materials could rt'pJace ~imar) 
matl'liab. 
A gap was noted between respondents woo awecd \"C1'SlIS those "00 disagreed thai 
~ycled m:neriols could be used in SiTuations"hm: primary materiab arc clII'nntly being 
applied in con~1rucli0I1 act ivi! iel (forty !;e\'en pel'Cl-nt of Ire respooocrus dilillgl'ttd, while 
lIIel11y sewn .,en:em oflne respondcms "lIreed). The majorit) of re!ipOndc:m.s seemed 10 
prefer 10 utilize primary Illllterials in construction aeti\;ties. Pre~ious studies ha\~ 
demonSlrmed similar resu~s (John & Zor<Jan, :2(01). Hln'cwr the divergence bet\\~ 
lhe respondents \\ ho agreed and di~ (47';. \'5. 54°"') of'P':aB 10 h:l\'c narrowed o~r 
111m:. This pallern implies that more indi ... idl,l3ls are leaning 10\\ards the use of recyded 
material in oonscruetion IIClivitie$ wilen: such materials rna) be utilized as a sumtllute for 
primary materials. 
4.4.2.2 Qur$tlon 2: Art' rCC)dcd m.trri. h dunble':' 
Figure :2 bck)\\ dqlim tre distribuuon ofresponsesli"om all respondents 10 'lue;tion 2 of 
the qUClo1iollnaire. in lerms of~nlages. 
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FiguTl' 1 1'erceruagc soores for respondents 011 question:2 
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Analysis of Figure 2, rewaled lhal IWCnl} se'~n p::n:ent (27%) of respondents strongly 
agreed, filly three pcrct:nt (53~.) of lhe n:spondenlli agreed. thin~'t'n pcrcent (1J~0) 
disugreed and se"en percem (1"10) !>trongly dis.agn:t-d, 111.11 rc.:yclcd matcrill!~ were 
dUr.lble, 
On enquiring about the perceived durability ofn:cyded materials, un il1tcn:sting finding 
"'1lS obserwd, While eight} percent {80"~) of the r~spoOOcnts pen:el\~ 1'I.'C}'ck-d 
construction materials 10 be durable. only twcnly percenl (2()o/") oppose this. l'his was in 
contrasl to the litcraturc which suggcSll-d thai the majority of n:spondi:nts Jl'!rcei\'cd 
recycled construction UliUerials to be inferior in qualily 10 primary materials ( MacolOma, 
2(01), lbe differences in the findings ofprc\'ious studies lind lhe cum::nt study may hll\~ 
be.::n auribuu:d 10 I8c:tors such as increasing awan:ncss regarding the bcndilS of using 
these l'I.'(:yclcd malerla ls. In terms orlow!:r prices and reduction of ecological degradation. 
115 "cll tl5 increasing awareness of the OCIual risk invo I"cd in using rec)eled materials in 
compariMln to IMt of primary materia ls. Thi~ finding that increased 1I"1ll\'/"IeSS has II 
posith'e elT~'C1 on the indi, iduars pcrccptions of the durabilily of rttycled materials 
reiterates the findings of tile ca.o;,: study at Mulans Quarries. n.e effort made by recyclcl'$ 
to promote 1I"1l/'Cne5S through conducting workshops and demonstnuions w .;uious 
iooi\iduals. has appeared 10 Ita,'.: n:sulted in more posit i\-e percepllOns of Itt}cled 
matenals. "hich in tum promotcs further 5pread ofawarcnc$S. by comp.:ln,& conlroclOrs. 
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4.4.1.3 Q ll tSl ion J ; b lhr qlla lily or req'el~d maler;1I 1 rquivatt,lI t to tha t or prima l')' 
ma terl. '" 
!'iaun: 3 below depicts tho! distribution or rtspon~s from all respondents to qucSiion 2 of 
the qllCslionnrure. in tcnn~ ofpeTcenlages. 
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rlgure J I'ercentage srom for respondems on ques\ion 3 
With ~gards to 1:-lIIure 3, the pert:eptiOlIlI of respondenu regardi~ whether or not the 
ql.l3ll1~ ofrreyclOO and prunlry materials are equh·lIlem . .-c shown. Seven pcn:rm l~-) 
of respondems in lhr stJI'\.·e) strong!) agreed, twent) scI\'n percent (27";.) agreed. fifty 
three percent (53-,.) of the rl$flOndcnu di5ai'""d and thlCll.'Cn p"rcrnl (IJ·.) strongly 
disagJeed. 
E\~n loough the l ~eralUre suu:rsted lhat tho.- propcnlCS of recycled nUlirna is arc similar 
10 those of printar} mat~ials uliJiud in the construction procrss. the majority of 
respondenu disagr«d (66~. in lotal). Quality 1(Slll\: of m:)'do:d construction m:'lIcrials 
has bern regularly conducted for a numlkr or years (Collins. 2000). The I\':sulls yiclded 
from eXp".imeotal tt'Sting of these materials hale indIcated that ",cyckd materials have 
similar proprnlr!i to primary maleTtals. provided thaI the I'\:cycllng pruccss is done undc:r 
:>p«ification. and whel\': nca:'<SIIT)'. add~ional materials may be: supplemented to improve 
the propenies ofrecyded materials. In accordance \00 ilh Ihi~, the ca.'IC study rtwaled lhal 
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Malans QualTies undcrtakellto produce n:cyded materials according to the specifications 
set out. as wdl as 10 te$! till: rmterials befor~ they are supplied to the consumer. 
Therefo~ once again. inadequate awareness and kl1O" k.'l.Ige by users may ha\e been the 
r:moll3k behind tilt' fact thaI the majority of l'eSp.>ndents perceived recycled materials as 
the 'second best· option. 
" .... 2 ... Summa ry 
The n:suks of the sur"e) revealed thnt the majorit)' of respondents prt'ferred primar} 
materials over ='ycled materials. The majority or the Te:spondenlS were opposed to 
suggeSfiollS of r.:cycled m31erial having eompwable prup.:l'IKS \0 primary malerials. 
However most agreed Ih;n recycfed malerials are durable and can be u:!led in cOllSlruaion. 
Thus on:raU. lhe perceptions held b) ,'ltliOUll indi"iduals. regarding recycled malerials 
appears \0 have remained I'If'gati\'Cly sl.ewt."<l ( i,e cOl1ll/llled resistance IO"1IWS rec)'ded 
materials du.: to Ilt.'golivc IX'ccpt ions). 
TIllS 5I.'Ct1on aimed 10 ddmnine the availability of recyckd m:u<rials in lerms or how 
easily accessible recycled materials tire 10 the eOI\SUffi<:r, This section wll.~ comprised of 
three questions. The fIrSt qUCSIion was designed to determine the eXlem to "hich 
rec)'C1ed materials are odvcniscd. and the second and third questions "ere aimed al 
mv"'51igaling perccphons held regardmg the infrastructure in place for coru;umer's easy 
access 10 these materials. 
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4.4.3.1 QII~tKlII 4: Do I lipplien of luyded materials _d" ertin their prodlltlJ 
tlT«li, t~·! 
figure" below depicts lhe distnllution of rrspotlSC's from all respondelll$ 10 q~ion " of 
the queslionnain'. in terms of percerMages. 
- .- j •• --- 1·----~. ...... - 1---- I 
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FlglI'~.J I'ercentage scores for respondents on question 4 
With reference to Figure 4 alxHt'. SC\~n percent (7%, of respondems in the surve) 
strungly agreed. twenty ptrcem j 21W.) agreed. t\\eIlt}' sc\en percent (21"~) disagreed and 
forty 5('\ell percellt (47%) Slro~l) disa~. th:Il $llppliers of req.·cled materials 
advertise their products effecti\·ely. 
The majoril) of respondentS (14" in 100al) disagreed thaI the supplien of 1t'C)"ded 
materials in the ctJOSIructioli indllSlry ad"enise their productS effectl'ely. TIr literature 
supported this finding and it suggested that the most likely factor oontn"buting to the 
inadequate marketing of req'ded coOS/ruction IIllIterials was a latk of resources. for 
exampk. ildministrlllion and fut.:lncial resources (MacOlOma. 200 1). II is \"ilal for lUI} 
rec}"ding plant 10 man.et their products. [n order 10 achlC\~ thIS. il is necessary 10 
allocate a faIr amount ofn'sources W ad\\'nising and inn()\'ulion 
[n relation 10 Ihis. the case study Ie_ealed lhalthc Slrntcgy cUlTcnll) being employed by 
Malans QWllTies is based on the pre$('ntution. proll1()tion and mlll"keling oftlleir recycled 
lrullerials to sel~led companies. Due 10 tile roegative perceplions regardirl¥ rec}'~led 
materials. held b} man~ OOllsumers. Malans QlWlTies fell Itwat il was J"Ie(:('ssary 10 
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convince lhose sck'(:led companies tMlthe quality uf thc products they supplicd IIlI:t Ihe: 
SCI standards and that they .... "Cre not dcfl"Ctivc_ Nationwi&;, advertising campaigns would 
perhaps not ha\'C been persuash"C enough and may hal"C required a signincaotly larger 
amount of resources. thus Tendering comp:my visits more COS! ctT~'Cti\'C in the short tcrm. 
Tho: noding that the majority of respondents.. in the We-stcm Cape. held the perception 
tllUl suppliers did not advertise tho"ir products etTcctjvdy may haw been allribmcd 10 the 
faet that ooly a small number of companies hal'C Ix..::n approached by Malans Quarries [0 
date. 
~"'.J.2 Q uestion 5: 00 ~u pplicrs of recydcd mytcrili is o lfer a dc linry ~en' icc? 
Figure 5 below depicts the disl ri bmion of respotlSl:s fium all respondents 10 question 5 of 
the questionnaire. in terms ofpcrcentagcs.. 
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Fif{l/F"t' j Percenlage scores for ..... 'SpOooenls on ql.ll'Slion 5 
As depicted in Figure S. twenty sewn perccnt (110/.) of respondentS in lhe surli",) 
strongly agrwo. SeVen pcrcent (1%) agn:cd. forty sclcn percent (47%) disagreed and 
twenly percent (200Ai) strongly disagreed. that suppliers of n...::ycled materials offer a 
delivery Sl""rvice. 
'n.: results inustr~le the interesting ftnding thaI the majority of tho.' respondents 
disagn."Cd, that suppliers offered delivery services. Howewr. this Vias in contrast to what 
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was repon ed in l IE case study. whkh re\'~aled IhnL Lhe supplier (M31alL'l Quarries) did 
otkr II delh-ery service for lUyded mUI~ripls ordered. I'c rllaps these respondents 
disag~ on lhe basis oftt.: fllCtthnt lhe:~ hll\'e not yet hr:en e~posed 10 the producu; lind 
seroiccs olTered by Malans Quarries ill particulnr. as ~'ell ll'l the fact th:tt their general 
knowledge and awareness regnrdillg n:cyclcd materials and Lheir dehvery rna) llave bttn 
Jacking. 
4 .... 3.3 Quc~fion 6: An rccydcd mMfe ri.ls n sil) MCce$$W by fh r w n\umen? 
Figure 6 below shows tIE distribution of responses from all respondems to questIOn 6 of 
the questionnaire. in terms of percentages. 
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fixurt' 6 Percent.agc scores for respondents on question 6 
\\ ilh respect 10 Figure 6. !leu:n percent (7%) of respondenls in the suney Slrongly 
agreed. ''''emy St,,,,n percent (27"~) agreed. fort)· seven perceOC (47"1_) disagreed and 
Iwenly pc:roc:llt (20-.) StrOngly disagreed. tllal recycled mlllerials III"l' easily accessible to 
the consumer 
The major ity of the: respondents disagtci: thaI I"I:cycled materials are easily a~essed. 
hwlcqU:lIc awareness by consumo:rs rt:gunl iog the a\"llilability of recycled materials is 
perhaps a fai:tor tllal may I:r contn llUt irlg towards the: difficulty in oblaining recycled 
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materials. The fmding in Figure ... allowc. 1001 the majorit )' of rcspon.lcnts did not agrcc 
lhat suppliers advcnised their prodUClS efTccl i\'\:I)' :iOO""S that there is insuffICient 
inlOrmation fe/IChing potenl.ial consumers, concerning rec)'ckd materials. 
Anolhl:r f/ICtor lhill ma), be contributing to the difficult), ill QCCeSSill1! rcc)'cll."t! Jf\alerials is 
lhe suppl} of recycled materials. Since there lire onl)' four suppliers of recyc led rntller ials 
in Ihr: 'WeSiem Cap.:. the possibilit), eXIsts that the), art: not able 10 fCl."t! the construction 
industry with suflkicm quanlities o f materials. It is ho""ewr vital 10 keep in mind the 
fact tOOt recyclers depend on IIIC al Qiln bi lit)' of raw m3lerillis (eonSiruction and 
dcmnlition waste). in order \0 produce their recycled mllleriais. "" here the B.·ailability 
depends on tho.: number of demolition and construction IICli,'nies Lal.mg place. 
4.4.J.4 Summary 
To SUn\lllafile lhe findings of section two of the questionnaire. mosl of lhe respon(il.-n\s 
",ere opposed 10 the foct that rocycled material;; are well II(h·cniscd. Additionall),. ltv.: 
majority of respondents re\·caled lhal recycled malcrillis arc diflic:ub 10 U(:ecss. 
4.4.4 S«liun Ih~ orrhr queslionnairt' 
ThiJ .section alll:mpted 10 establish whether incentives. such as reduction in taltCll and/or 
IU'l( exemptions. ""ouk! help 10 encolll'age the utilvnlion of recycled matcri:lis in 
construction. as suggested by the literature. Four questions were presented in Ihis Sttt ion. 
The first question Will design.:d to dCll.TlTline the perceptions hdd by respondenu 
regarding landfill taxes. The remaining questions "cre included to eVllluate ""helhcr the 
implementation of IIiX Incc:ntives by the government ""ould encourage and incretlSl' lhe 
utilization of rccyckd matcrillis. in the Western Capt. 
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".".4.1 QUt$lion 7; Ilo h i~h la nd IiII I .)t~ fnl'UlIl1Illf iIIl'tal du m ping or ron3truc:t ion 
and dcmulilion .. ute? 
Figure 7 ~Iow sllows the diSlribution of ~n~ from all rc'i'Ondenu to qUCSIion 7 of 
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Figure 7 Percentage ~re:s lOr rcsPCIIldcnlSOn qUCSIion 7 
rort) percent (40%) orthe respondents strongly agreed thai high bndfllll.a:'<"s erocourage 
the: illegal dumpmg Or"'3>otc. TWClll) sevcn percent (27"_) agreed. while I\'.cnly perccnt 
disagreed and thineen pcrcclll strongl) disagn:cd. 
The majorny of tespoOOcrts (67-4 in tolitll ug,,-....,d lilat high landfill taxo.'S Ju,,'e 
crocourugt.-d the ilk,,81 dumpmg of construction and demolition WlIst;:: in lhe West.::m 
Cape. Ilowe~'t'f. lbe Jitel"lilure proposed thal landfiU ta., was introduced to discourage the 
dumping of 1ttO\-crnble wastc and c:ncounagc rccycling. Thb conr:tpt has ~<'n <'nforced 
b) most fi~ world countries (i.c. United Siales of America. European Union), and has 
pro\-en 10 be dfccli\'e (La"son. c:t al .. 200 1). 
1'berc: is gJ'O\\ing evidence: tllal tho: amoun1 ofeonsttuction and demulition waste \\hich is 
recycled has increasc.-d by a s ignificant amount as a result of the inlroduI.1ion of landfill 
taxes. The number of fOted and mobile crushing and I«)'ding plant sites has also 
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incrc~. A :wn,"y. y,hieh was carried OUI by M~Grnt h (2001) revcaled thlll the number 
oflUytllng situ III the United Slates of America, has inel'l.'ased from 100 in 199-1. to 400 
in the year 2000. However. landfill ta."«:5 have not been successfull) enfon:cd in the-
Western Cape. Instead of discoumging the disposal o f Tcco\erable wasle, these ta:tes 
ha\" enc.:outaged illegal dumping of CQllStroction and demolilion .... 'aSte. in aUt'mp\ 10 
cl'alle additional tl"lll"lSponotion ond tax CQsts. ~ fact that illegal dumping of 
(onstruction y,a.~le in the Weseem Cape has been allowed 10 continue may be l\lIribLncd to 
factors such as insuflicient prc\'cntativc measures taken by tile authorities. lIS well 115 ~ 
availabi lity of large undcveloped areas whicb prO\ide a fnourable environment for easy 
illegal dumping orthe waste. SlICh open areas of land are 5CilI"Ce in fll'Sl world countries 
since they ntt: fully de\'eloped. IU1d the only available sites lOr dumring of waste are the 
allOCllled dumping sites. Thus.. the authorities in these (ounlties can dTCCli\"ly enlOTI:e 
land lill taxes 10 cnc.:ouragc 1tt)"t1ina by discouraging disposal of rttO,"Crable "'aste. 
4..4 .4.2 Quu tiun S: Will rtdud ng 11 \ ltton on n:cycckd m.tcril 15 cnCCo uMlgc Ihe- us .. 
of then mllt' ri. I~? 
figure 8 below shows the distribution ofresponscs from all r.-spordcru to question 8 of 
the questionnaire. in tCfTO.'i of percentages. 
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FiKurc 8 Pertenlage scores for n:sporKknts on question II 
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With wfewllCe to Figure 8. l\'i('"lll~ perrenl (20"4) of n:5pOnrknts in tM sun ey 5lrongl) 
~rt.'t.-d. l'or1y pcwelll (40%) agrecl. twellly ~'en pcrcelll (27"4) disagreed and mincen 
percent (IJ"_) sllo~l) disagrttd. 
In 100al. ~ ofthe respoodc:nlli agreed tllat wducing 11l"«:S o n n:1:)'Ckd materiuls .... ,ouk! 
eneoumge lhe increased utilinuion ofthcse materials. and the litemlure raeail'd similar 
trends. MaeolOma (2001) suggested gou.'mrncntal (frnuncial) suppan. 10 encourage lhe 
usc of n:1:) cled matcri:lls. Macozoma (2()()()) stated that if gO\ emrnerus reduced tll:(CS on 
reC)eled materials the sclling price ofthesc materials would be indirl'Clly n.'duet:d. By 
Io .... ering the price of n.'C)'cled materials. the demand for these materials would moSI 
lilcly inereaso.·. rt14.' easc study revealed thm the South Afrieun go\cmm('"nl wa~ not 
enllreJ) convincc.'tl thai n.-dudng tho: taxation on rccyekd materials .... ould necessarily 
IoWl" tho,' selling price therehy increasing the demand for recycled mIIlerillls. Ho .... 'C\"er. 
the gOH·mml.'nt Wij:j rcponlod to ha\e volunteered lund for all those various indhiduals 
Interested in establishing u recycling plant lIS an incentive 10 increase reqeling. 
[n Ihl.' Nl'thcr[and.~ the go\'crnment impicmented the reduction of the ta.~ation on n.'e)'eied 
materials and In ord.. .. to compensate for this. they increased the tmtes on primary 
malerials. which could ell.sil) be substituted 11)- rt'C)'eled materials. This successfully 
resulted in the incre~ consumplion of n:1:)'cled materials in the construction industry 
(Dorstoorst & Hendricks. 2(00). 
T~ COncq')1 of shilling costs from re<:>'clcd matcriab to primary materials 10 compensate 
for loss of revenue h) I~ gO\"ernmclU may howc\'cr. IIOt .... ork in Wcstern Cape. siTlC.(' the 
supp[) of rccyeled materials is still small and not cnough to feed lhe entire pIO\iDcjaJ 
construction industry. Funherm)TC. by decrcasiTlG the cost of re<:)I,![ed materials. the 
demand for these maten81s \Oo'Ould increase. but the supply in the Western ClIflC .... Quld 
remain eonstant. In terms of economic luws of suppl) and demand. increased dcmand for 
products ofa limited supply rcsulu in mercascd prices (Brue & McConne[L 1999), Thus. 
this increased cost of rcc:yckd materials. in addition 10 the inerea.qed price of primary 
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materials.. due to compclL~tion taxes. mal result in ill.:rea5eS ill the COst of conslrudion 
tht:n:b) affecting the economy of tile country. 
~.4 .".J Qunlion 9: Would Ibe usc of rtc)ckd mMtcriab be encouraged if Ihe South 
Africln GO\'crnmenl offen' d Income Til uem[ltio~ as 10 inccnlil't (or the 
[lurch asiDg or 1 h~!Ie mate ria L~ ? 
Figure 9 be low depi~1s tile distribution ofrcsponscs from ~lJ respondents 10 question 9 of 
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Figure 9 Percentage scores for the respondents on question 9 
With respect to Figure 9. forty scven percent (47%) of the respondents strongly agreed. 
thirty three percent agreed (33%). St:1'l:1l percem (7%) disagreed.. and thirl.:t:1l percent 
( 13%) strongly disagreW. thai the usc of recycled materials "r"Ouk! be encouraged if the 
South African Govcmrnent offered iJtl:ome talC exemption as an incel11ivc for the 
purchasing o f rcrycled materials.. 
There was an O\"ef\Io'hcl ming response of re~ponJents in fa\'ollr of incolTh: tl1X 
cxcc mplioTL w here dghty percent (80%) Or tile respondcms agreed that they would use 
reo;!)-.:It-d materials if the government on .... rcd talC rcdl.lCl iolL~ Of exempt ions on these 
materials. Similarly, the literature has demonstrated the influenct: that thc government 
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has towards eslllblishing II SU!ltainablC' secondary' market (Maooroma. 2(01). There fore. 
tax e~mptions o n recycled matC'1"I3Js ... ·oukl Ix: lin idt'3.1 IncC'nli\ e for encouraging the use 
of recycled materials as well IIll minimizing the amouru o f construction lind demolition 
waste disposed. 
4.4 .... 4 QUHlion 10; Do landfillluH IIM'e II !iignificant impaclon Ihe openting t&.ll 
!lryout (Ompally~ 
figure JO below depicts lbe d istribution of responses from 11 11 responde llis to question 10 
orlt\(" 4uestionnaire. in terms o fpe rccntllgC'S. 
~ . .,.. 
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In relittion 10 ~1gurc 10. thirteen percent (13%) of tile respondents Stro~1)' agK«!. 
Iwellly percelll. (20-.4) agreed. forty percent (40".4) disagreed. IlJld t'.H'nty SI:\en percer1 
(2N) strongly disagreed. that IllJldfil ltaxcs have a significant impact on lire opcrnling 
COSI ofllle company. 
The majority of respondents in the sample (67% in lotal) disagreed that litndfiU taxC'S 
have n significa ru impact on the opernting COSt of their company. This fmdmg is in 
contrast to the literature ... hieh suggeSls thaI landfill taxC's paid by companies ha,'C' a 
IK'gut;,·e Impact on the opcrnhng C05ts. in terms of increasing tlrese costs.. Ct)mpaniC's 
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thai an.' attempling 10 decrease lheir o~liog COst will havc no oilier option but 10 
minimi7.e the ""ue ~lJI,'rated on siu: through impltmentation of good waste management 
plans, thereby inercasing the recycling of Wl1~e Perhaps all tOO'll.: r<'spondcnlS woo 
disagreed thai landfill Wes signifICant!, impact operali't: COStS were elll'loyed by 
roJI1)anics ""hieh applit'd good waste mallOli,ocmem pbns on lhe site Sino: it l$ common 
pracI~ that landfill sill,"s do not clwge a fcc for disposal of ul'IComaminall.'d ""'85\e, the 
operating tOSIS ofthl: rompanies al ""hlCh lhe m:tjont)' of tile respondents were employed 
wen: most probably not pcrcei\'ed as being signi flClllllly impa(:lcd b) landfill ta.'\C$ as a 
~h or the convany's implemcnlalion ofa good waste managcrnem plan. 
Yet another faclOr lhal m.:Iy ha,·c contributed 10 the re$pOndents' disagreement, thaI 
landfill ta~es significan!ly impact the opcratill& costs of the ir compames, may be that 
most of these companies oUlsource the wliste removal from the sile to specialized 
subi;Ontraclors (i.e. Wasltman). ",here the cOSt ofthli' sen.-icc is Imnsferred to tho: prvjcct 
cliem as priced in the tender document. 
4.4.4.5 Summl",. 
l1le results of this $Cclion of the quest ionl1(lire- indicated that fe,",CT respondents disagreed 
lhai landfill Ia.~es encourage illegal dumping of eonstru~1ion and demolition wa.«te. than 
tho~ woo a.gn.,ed. The majority of respondents 5uppon t'(j the idea of introducing 
flllllllCilll lIlccnt ivcs as il 1001 to encourage the utilillllion of rec) d ed ma.tcrials. Most o f 




~.4 .5 SKtion rour . r tilt qUc:ltio_nairY 
This sect ion attempll:d 10 capture the per«pliol'lS of the respolldcnts TeK'll'dil1ll the Solllh 
African 8ureau of Standards (SABS) in relalion to the lItiliation ofrcc\cled mal~rials in 
construction aCllvincs. Th<.-n: WC'TC' IWO questions presented in Ihis seclion. The first 
question .... 'as aimed at capturing the perceptions held b) lhe respondents regnrding the 
rull: ortbe SABS. and the second question was designed to capture pereeptions rcgarding 
benchmarks against .... hich 10 measure recycled materials. 
4.4.5. 1 QUl.'lilion II : DOd tbe SA OS playa \' ilal rule in discounltin~ Ihc use.r 
rY"Yclcd matcrlab? 
The follow ing table presents the pereC1\tages of responses to thc abon' question. 
Tahle Ie I'ercenlugl' SrorfS/ur Rl.'spotWcn/:r on ("'''$lion J J 
Stron!!;I)' I!!;I"\'C Agru Disagret' Sirungl)' DI, I,I"\'<, 
2J ·1. l3.". n ,.-. 27% 
With rcfcrcncc to Table Ie. t\O,'('JlI) three peTCent (23".1 of lhe respondent strongly 
agreed. thil1) three pcrttnt (n-.. ) agreed. thirteen pcTCCnl (iJ·,..) disagreed. and twent) 
5e'-en percent (2".) strongly disagn:o:l. lhat ilx: SABS pla)'s a ~ilal role in di!iCoumging 
the use or,","'Cyded materials. 
From the rcsults on the sun'C}, rcspolldcnts generally pc:rcei"ed tlml the SABS did phi} a 
role in di.\lCouraging the usc orrcc)clcd m.ltcrials. The literature showed similar findings 
SlIggcsting thaI South African standards and specificat ions have TIOt taken into account 
the usc of aJl('I'Nli,e construction ani secondary materials. and the few standard~ 
reglU'ding sc<:ondar)' materials that do exist in South Africa involve lhe tcchnicallCSling 
ofthe!;e malcri::lis to detcrmine their dumbility (Mocowma, 2(01). ThUs. in the current 
study, this may have heen II fa<:tor. perccl~~d by tnc respondents. 10 have diswuragcd the 
usc of rcc)clcd mat(Tials. since such Dn approach lends 10 Ix: time-collSuming and ma) 
h;1\1! COS! implications. in tcmtS of increasing costs. due to Iabol"lllor) and ll'Sling fees.. 
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The literature also sugllcsted tn1t there IS II need to shift fTom prescripti\'l' to 
pcrformaoce-bast:d specifiemioll5_ since prescripti\'e specifications Mve heen 
tradiTionali) based on the proJX'r1ies of virgin ffialc rials. and ha\e thus been sbo.,.;n to 
limit the utilization of secondary materillis (Mncozoma. 2(01). If secondary maTeria\:; in 
the Western Cape were standllTdia>d IlCcoTding to peTform.:mce-baSl.>d specificaTions. 
where detail on the: performan<X' of t he materials. and notthcir composition was obtained. 
then perhaps the uTi li7.aTion ofsccondary materials would have increllsed. 
4.4.5.2 Question 12: Woult! the selection of the ruydcd maTerials til he llsed in 
co n ~truclion be COIsicr if all recycled materials had II 5pceirle benchmark 
aga inst which 10 be meuured? 
The following table prescnls the percentages of lhe respo~s TO the l!bo\'e question. 
Table 2 P\'rct:lllage Scores/or Respondrms 011 Question 11 
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Sirongl)' Disagree 
SII '"I. 70/R 13"/0 0% 
In relation to Table 2. eighty percent (tlO"Io) of the respondenTS in The sample strongly 
agreed. sc\en percent (7%) agreed, Thirteen pc:rcent (130/0) disagreed, and none of the 
respondents strongly disagret"ti. that the selection of rccyckd materials would be easier if 
all reeyek>d materials .... 'l'rt.' referenced against a specific benchmark. 
llle resulls of the survey indicatcd That the majoriTy of the respondents agreed (87"10 in 
tOTal) \\oCre in agreement benchmarks again.<;t which to measure recycled materials would 
contribute to their ease in select ion of these materials.. SimilllTly. previous literature bas 
suggested that ongoing rescan;h into and the development of standardized mctbods of 
evaluming recycled materials is occes.'lli)' to ensure thaI all matcrials arc tested based on 
their merit and accordins TO a specified level of reference. 
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Effective waste management plans and the impJeJTl/,:ntalion of these could perhaps be a 
vita! component IOwards establishing thi s systcm of benchmarking of recyeJed rroterials. 
since the quality of recycled materials is dependem on the quality of ray, materials 
received al tlx: recycling plams. Ily implementing effect il'e waste munag.:rnent plans on 
construction and demolition sites. the quality of construction and demolition waste (raw 
materials) delivered to the recyclers would be high in standard which wou ld assist in 
creating Ii good foundation for establishing ilnd dc, eloping a benchmark systern 
4.4.5.3 Sunlmlll'Y 
In section four of the questionnaire, the majority of respondents agreed Iha1 by creati ng 
beochmarks against which to measure recycled materials the utiJi1..alion of these materials 
would be encouraged. In addit ion the miljority agreed llult the SABS discourages the use 
of recycled materials. 
4.4.6. SUliun fin' urlhe qucstillnnain: 
This section SCI ou! to investigate the role oflhe pre-design plulse (briefing stage) in the 
construction process, by means oftlln:c quest ions. The rrrSi question aimed to det.:mline 
lhe perceptions of the resporxlems. as 10 whether the briefing stage in the construction 
process had an influence on the util ization of recycled malenals. ~ secorxl quest ion 
cxplor~'d the respondent's "iews regarding the role orthe client in detcnnining the t>1Xl of 
materials used. while the la5l question 1Ie1"ed ililo wht:ther thl: N~pondcnt~ thuught thaI 
the knowledge and experience of the design tearn inHuenced the choice as to whether 
recycled materials were selected for construl.1ioo. 
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4.4.6.1 Quc:slion 13: Oon Ihe briefing Jilge in the des ign pban inOunte tbe t hoke 
10 or not to uliliu rKYded ma terials In t<'I • . 'lrutl io n ~ 
llIc following tabk: prcsent.'i the responses to lhe abo'l! question. 
Table 3 PerunlUgr &ores/or fh .. RnptJfUt's I() Quflf;rJl! 11 
Sirongl}, aglft Agrel" Oi)agru Siron ll l) l)isagree 
33,.. 53·/. 13". 0". 
In re5pC(:t of Table J. thin) three percent (JJ~.) of the respondents stl'()ngly agrt'Cd.fifty 
thn.-e percent (53%) agreed, thirtl'.:n percenlll3%) of the resporl(i.-ms disagreed. "hile 
none of the respondents strongly disagr('t.'ti, that the briefing ~Iage in the design phase had 
an innuence o~cr the choice ofutiiizing recycled mat~rial~ in eon.struction. 
'These resuhs rel'eah:d thai 1110.' majority of r~spondcnts agreed thai the brit'fmg stagl: 
plays u eru~iol ro le in deciding v.hcther to use ri.'C}'eled matl:ri.ais in. project. This is not 
surprising since during this stage the client rcquesls information regarding the Df!Iions 
1I''llilllble. Literature lias proposed that during the briefmg Slage the dient is informed by 
lhe COOSUhllIll regarding the material options u\'ailable. and John & Zoroan (2001) found 
tllat in most C3SC$. the o[llion of using rec)c1t'd IlIalmais is not a''B.i1cd as a result oftne 
fnel lhat the consultant ma)' be unlanuh:u- willi reC)elcd matrnals. 
Hov.~\'I:r in cases ",ht're the client is expenencoo. the dient may recommend tbe usc of 
recycled materials. as was fC,ealcd in the case scudy. ",here major prOjCC1S IlIat took 
p~ in the Western Cape on'r !hi: Jl'lSt fell, )eao incorpollllcd the usc of recycled 
material! upon fcoommendallon of tile cl ient as "'ell as the consultant. SUl;"h proje"s 
inclWe tile Cape Town !memalional Conl<;'ntional (tnler, Grnnd W .. st Casino and 
Cemury City/Canal Wall. Shopping Cenler, 
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4.4.6.2 Qunliull 14: Dues the di~n! pllly a ~nJd.1 role in de!ermilling Ibt Iy~ or 
mMleriMI u!led in cun,lrutliull ? 
The table below presents lbe peKcnlagC!l or lbe respoll!it'5 10 lhe abow quesl ion. 
Table " I'cTcelllOK/! Scores oflhe R{'JpontiI.'IIn on Q,wSllon 14 
Stl'tJ"gly Mgrte "KITf IlingrH Strongly OiugrH 
6'-1. 33-1_ 0.. . % 
S i.~t y sc,'cn percenl (67"'.) of the respondents S1ro'lll) agn-cd lhat clielll plays a crucial 
role ill dctermining the type 01 malerial u.'lCd in COnstructIOn. Thin) Ihrcc pt.'rcelll OJ-·.) 
ngrced and ooroc oflbe respondents \\...,1\;: opposed to Ihill. 
All Oflhc respondents agrt.'<'d thai I"" dumt plays a erucial rolt- in o:!emunmg tlx- type of 
mato;'riais to he used in the projl..'Ct . This is ~rhaps bmiU5iC' expt:fielK.'I.-d chellis rna) 
influl'1IC"e conlmcton 10 ulili;no R!C)'c led malenals in thol projeet. Ho\\cwr. a~hough the 
lilcrnlure is m agrecmc:nl lhal the client may ha\~ an influena: o,-er lilt oonlrnCIOT wilh 
reiBfd 10 thi: utilizalion ofrec)ck.'d m:m:riaJJ; many clients ha\C failed to communicate 
c fTco.:\ivcly (MI1OO7.om."\. 200 I). A possible reason for Ihis may IK.' the elicnl 's rcsistanot' 
IU ehall¥t"' due 10 lbe pclttin:d risk m'olwd.. Most clienl' an' not familiar wilh lhe risk 
in\Qh~ in utilization orr~)eled m.ltcrinls, and us IO.llS detailed in the case study, these 
cliems maintain IIiaI If primal) IIlalcri3ls art" capat>\e or achieving lilt requin.'d oUlcome. 
why substitutt"' tlx-m, C"Spt.'Ci4lly silll." then: un' no il"ll:\!rli-"I.'s lOr clients to clwtg~ IN.'ir 
truditionalttchniques. 
Tlr gowmmc ... or Japan had n:ali1.ed how imponatl tlx- eliem can be in eocoui"Iliing 
recycling and waste minimIZation.. In Iix- )car 2000 II.:: go\\:rnmcm of Japan CllOCted a 
La\\ aimed al cnooumging lhe teC)cling orconstruclion and demolition lO.asll.'. This law 
had fi\"C main oornponem~ One of these componcru regulated the oomracl bcl\\"ttn the 
elienl IIl!d the co ... l"lIt1.or. io ICrms of enfon:ing lhe uliliUlion of R.'C)cled m.:I.lCrials whcR.' 
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appropriate (le. where prim:lf) m:nerials could be substituted oy r«yck-<l materials). 
TIll:! IlIw has been successful. In that the recyding rale in Japan ha~ increased (Nal.ajim;! 
& Futald, 2001). 
4-"'.6J Qun liull 15: n on Ihe knowledge a nd cxpulencc oflbe dC!l il: n IClIm influence 
" 'bet her rc.-ydtd mYle';l ll ire Sdcdl-<l for conslrudion? 
Figw-e II below depicts the distribution of responses for all respondents for question] S 
of the questionnaire. in tcrms of pcreentagL'S. 
~ ... .,. 
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FigUft f J I'en:entage scores for the rcspondcnlll on quotinn IS 
\\fitb regards 10 Figure II. I1fty Ihn:-e percent (53%) of the ~ndcn1s strongly agm:d. 
tWCllt} 5C\en percerW (27·'.) agreed. t","'nt} pcKent (20"/0) disagm:d. and none of the 
respondents stloo&ly disagreed that tlw: st"ln:tion ofra:)'dc:d materials for construction 
" 'as iniluenc:ed by the: I.:no"ledge and el(~ricnce of the design tcam. 
The results re\~al that the majority of the respondentS in lhe sllJ'Vey (81)>'. in total) agreed 
that the experience and the knowledge of the des ign learn we~ pari "f facturs thai 
iniluenccd the selection of recyclc:d materials in II construction proJCCI. The literatun: 
shoW3 II Similar trerod in thaI illlldcquate Lnowlcdge and c."(pericntc of using rccyekd 
mateJials by \'8I"101lS consuhants ha5 cf('(lIc<i a barrier towurds the utili71tlion of these 
Kwni l Dclawan.: 
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IlIdterials (MllOOronn. z002). Awareness 00 the: utilWttioo of recycled materials is a key 
tool towards establishing a sustainable secondary marle\. Informing the client and 
eonsl,l~ant on both financial and en~ironmenlal benefits of L1sing tbe req·cled materials 
may help to incn:asc the kno"ledge oflhe de~ign team. The more familiar the oonsultanL 
is "ith the risk in \ul\·ed and ho" to manage il. the more likely it is that the consultant 
" ·ill utili« n.-e)'cled materials. 
".".6.4 S lImmM., 
The briefing stage plays 8 vital role In decidinl! whether recycled materials are L11i1izcd in 
construction. The m3JOrI1Y Ofn:5pondcnts asstned that the dient plays a crucial role in 
lhe decision as to \\hether o r not \0 LIS(' recycled materia ls. The krl(m!cdgc and 
e"l:pericllCC orille design I<!a m on recycled nUl.terilll s were also factors that were perceh"t'd 
10 innuence the choice bt:twccn the uti liZlltion of n:c)"cled materials and primary 
materials. 
4.-'. 7 ~elion s11 of Ihe qllfSlionnMino 
This seelion was subdivided into two subscction.\ e8l:h containing open-ended questions. 
The fiT~ sec tion in\·cstigated the rationale behind oompan~s 001 lIliliziog tcC)ded 
materials. The second subsection ..... IIS romplcted by only toose respondents \\110 wen: 
employed al romparucs "hlch regularl) utilw:d r«:ycJcd Il\3Icrials. This subsa:tion 
aimed 10 in,·c:stigatc: \\ hy these oompanic~ chose 10 utilize recycled malcmls. tile quanl.ity 
L1lilized.. as well as the application of lhese male t i:lJs. 
4"" .7.1 RraSODJ ror nOI uliLUinK reqclW mMleri. b 
The main reason reported in the questionnaire by C()nst.ruction liTms ror I10t lIIili:(ing 
reqclc:d materials was that the ronsullant did nol specify lh.:il these matcrials ,',"cre to bI: 
used. and ronslruclion rums ha\C lruditionatty had little say IU 10 ",hich nlatcrlals nrc to 
be used in COIl!itruc1ion activities. Furthermore, C()OSIruction rU"1llS do IIOt wish to c.~posc 
thc:rnsel .. es to any funher risk. by utilizing ffilItenals that well' IIOt spccirltd. 
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The literature and findings on the questionnaire as well as in the case study are in 
agreement that the negative perceptions held by consultants, regarding recycled materials, 
are a major factor preventing the utilization of these materials. Many consultants are 
unaware of the research into the development and improvement in the quality and 
standard of secondary materials that is currently taking place in the field. As previously 
discussed, the few standards regarding secondary materials that do exist in South Africa 
invo lve time-consuming and expensive technical testing of these materials to determine 
their durability (Macozoma, 2001). 
An interesting finding was revealed in the case study and confirmed by the responses to 
the questionnaire, was that the majority of respondents (Figure 2) agreed that recycled 
materials are durable. According to studies conducted by Macozoma (2002), the majority 
of consultants believe that the quality of recycled materials is substandard. However, the 
case study in the current study revealed that consultants in the Western Cape did not have 
strong evidence to support this claim. In addition, some consultants who had previously 
resisted the utilization of these materials changed the perceptions that they held regarding 
recycled materials when they realized the cost saving that could be achieved when 
selecting these materials over primary materials. Additionally, much research has been 
conducted over the years to determine recycled materials durability. Recyclers are 
continuously looking for ways to further improve the standard of recycled materials. The 
case study revealed that for more than ten years Malans Quarries has supplied recycled 
materials to different projects. All these projects have been successful, indicating that the 
standard of recycled materials is adequate. 
Inadequate knowledge regarding recycled materials and lack of experience in utilization 
of these materials by various consuhants may have played a crucial role in perpetrating 
the negative perceptions that exist among various individuals regarding the quality of 
these materials. The case study fmdings as well as Macozoma (2001) suggest that in 
order to establish a sustainable secondary market, awareness should be amplified 
concerning the potential opportunities for using recycled materials. 
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4.4.7.2 Reason for utilizing recycled materials 
The survey revealed that the sole factor that appeared to motivate companies to use 
recycled materials in construction activities as a substitute for primary material was the 
price difference between these materials. The selling price of recycled materials is 
generally lower than that of primary materials, and the case study revealed that 
companies which opt to use recycled materials decrease their operating cost by twenty 
percent (20%). The lower cost of recycled materials may thus be used as a means to 
encourage the use of recycled materials, as was observed in the case study at Malans 
Quarries when the company lowered the selling price of recycled materials, which 
resuhed in an increase in the demand for these materials. 
Ahhough environmental degradation, due to waste dumping and excessive extraction of 
unrecoverable resources, may also play an important role in encouraging the use of 
recycled materials, many companies have failed to implement their policies regarding 
sustainable environmental practices. In addition, literature bas demonstrated that no 
companies are ready to use secondary materials, since they are not familiar with the risks 
involved. However, in the current study it appears that, the saving that companies may 
make by using recycled materials provides the major incentive to take the risk. 
The majority of companies utilizing recycled materials apply these materials in road 
construction, brick manufacturing and construction of parking lots. This was confirmed 
by literature, as well as in both, the case study and the questionnaire, which revealed that 
the main application of recycled materials in the Western Cape was in road construction. 
Perhaps the factor that bas contributed most to this application of recycled materials is the 
availability of recycled aggregates, specifically used in road construction, since Malans 
Quarries supplies more then two hundred thousand (200 000) tons of recycled aggregates 
annually. 
Braids Recycling Company produce recycled concrete aggregate which is used in light 
structure concrete. Problems do however exist in the production of recycled aggregate. 
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One such problem includes the fact that the by product of producing recycled concrete 
aggregate is a fme dust which consists of almost half of the input materials. This dust 
cannot be recovered, consequently increasing the cost of recycling and decreasing the 
supply. Due to inadequate supply and cost factors many companies are not utilizing 
recycled concrete aggregate. The abundant supply of primary materials and competitive 
prices has contributed to the narrowing of the application of recycled materials to road 
construction and parking lots. Studies have shown that countries that reported a high rate 
of recycling of construction and demolition waste had many high-way constructions 
taking place (Lima, 2000). This implies that the high rate of recycling was due to the 
demand for the materials in road construction 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
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5.Conclusions and Recommendations 
5.1 Introduction 
This research has explored the various perceptions held by individuals (customers & 
suppliers) about recycled materials in terms of supply, quality, standards, and demand of 
recycled materials, as well as the perception held by individuals regarding the utilization 
of economic incentives as tools to encourage the use of recycled construction materials in 
the Western Cape. The Hypothesis tested by the research was stated (chapter one) as: 
Low levels of recycling of construction and demolition waste are not caused by 
inadequate demandfor recycled materials. 
The methodology chosen for the research was broadly ethnographic, comprising of a 
thorough review of the appropriate literature, a questionnaire survey and a case study of 
one particular recycling plant in the Western Cape, using both qualitative and quantitative 
approaches. 
In this chapter, a brief summary of the previous chapters is presented, followed by a 
section on testing of the research hypothesis. Conclusions are drawn from the research 
findings, and recommendations are made for practice and for future research. Finally, the 
evaluation of the research objective is discussed. 
5.1.1 Chapter summaries 
Chapter one presented the outline of the research report. Chapter two entailed a review of 
the literature on the following topics: source of construction and demolition waste, the 
current status of construction and demo lition waste in South Africa, the extent to which 
recycled materials are recycled, as well as the market barriers in establishing a self 
sustaining secondary market. Chapter three outlined the research design and the 
methodology that was followed during the data collection. Chapter four presented and 
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discussed the case study conducted at Malans Quarries, as well as the questionnaire 
distributed to various construction consultants, engineers and contractors. 
5.2 Testing of the Hypothesis 
The results of the current study revealed that the majority of respondents preferred 
primary materials over recycled materials, even though they did consider recycled 
materials to be durable. This implies that the demand for recycled materials in the 
Western Cape is low in comparison to the demand for primary materials. Furthermore, 
the results of the case study conducted at Malans Quarries, suggested that the negative 
perceptions held by various individuals towards recycled materials have a significant 
effect on the demand for these materials. 
The results further demonstrated that the majority of respondents felt that recycled 
materials where not well advertised, and were difficult to access. This was attributed to 
the fact that there are only a few recyclers operating in the Western Cape, who have 
limited resources, indirectly implying that the supply of these materials in Western Cape 
is low. 
Upon consideration of the overall results ofthe study, it may be argued that one of the 
factors underlying the under-recycling of construction and demolition waste in the 
Western Cape is the inadequate demand for these materials. 
These results are considered to be conclusive enough to disprove the hypothesis that: 
Low levels of recycling construction and demolition waste is not caused by 
inadequate demand for recycled materials 
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5.3 Achievement of the research objectives 
The objectives for the research included: 
1. Conduct a detailed literature review that will: 
o Examine the amount of construction and demolition waste that is 
dumped in the landfills. 
o Examine the extent to which construction and demolition waste is 
recycled and re-used. 
o Examine the demand for secondary material in the construction 
industry. 
2. Examine the supply of construction and demolition waste to the recycling plants. 
3. Examine the supply of recycled materials to the end-user. 
4. Examine the perceptions held by various individuals regarding recycled 
materials. 
The first research objective was achieved through the meticulous literature review in 
chapter two, while the second and third objects were achieved through the analysis of the 
results of the case study at Malans Quarries. The fourth object was achieved through the 
analysis of the results of the questionnaire survey. 
5.3 Conclusions 
5.3.1 Construction and demolition waste produced 
South Africa produces between 5-8 million tons of construction and demolition waste 
annually. This is still a small amount in comparison to other countries such as Germany 
which produces up to 59 million tons annually. Failure to implement sustainable 
processes now may lead South Africa to similar problems faced by many developed 
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countries in the not so distant future, including a lack of land available for landfills. The 
current driver for change in South Africa is to achieve sustainability, so that the amount 
of raw materials extracted from the environment may be reduced. 
5.3.2 The supply of construction and demolition waste to the recycling plant 
The main suppliers of construction and demolition waste consist of large and medium 
contractors. The amount of construction and demolition materials supplied by these 
companies is dependent on the level of construction and demolition activities taking place 
within the region of the recycling plant. However the amount ofrecoverable construction 
and demolition waste supplied by these companies is dependent on the effective 
implementation of waste management plans on site. Therefore it is fundamental to have 
an effective waste management plan so as to increase the supply of construction and 
demolition waste to the recycler, which will in turn assist in an increased supply of 
recycled materials. 
The amount of construction and demolition waste produced by small contractors is not 
commonly known. The number of small contractors is generally greater than the number 
of large and medium contractors. Thus, the overall amount of recoverable waste 
collectively produced by this large number of small contractors would effectively assist 
in supplying recyclers on a continuous basis. It is essential for recyclers in the Western 
Cape to consider small contractors as significant suppliers of construction and demolition 
waste to their recycling plants. 
5.3.3 The supply of recycled materials to the end user 
The quantity of recycled materials used in the Western Cape is extremely small in 
comparison to primary materials, especially since inadequate knowledge and experience 
about recycled materials has played a vital role in the utilization of recycled materials. 
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5.3.4 The perception about recycled materials by various individuals 
Primary materials have traditionally been preferred over recycled materials due to the fact 
that the risk involved in using primary materials is generally known. In addition, the 
price difference between primary material and recycled materials has to date, not been 
sufficient enough to persuade various individuals to use recycled materials. Furthermore, 
the following aspects have played a part in hindering the development of recycled 
materials in the Western Cape: 
o Inadequate advertising of recycled materials 
o Difficuhy in obtaining recycled materials 
o Landfill taxes that are ineffective 
o The inadequate establishment of formal systems for measuring the 
standard of recycled materials 
o Inadequate initiation by the clients and consultants to recommend 
the use of recycled materials in projects. 
5.4 Recommendations 
This research report has highlighted a number of obstacles in the development of the 
market for recycled materials in the Western Cape. In light of this, the following 
recommendations are made: 
5.4.1 Effective waste management plans 
In order to increase the supply of construction and demolition waste to the recyclers, 
effective waste management practices must be implemented on construction and 
demolition sites. 
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5.4.2 Decentralization of waste collection 
In order for recycling plants to effectively tap into the supply of construction and 
demolition waste currently being produced by small contractors, decentralized 
construction and demolition waste collection systems must be implemented. 
5.4.3 Increase awareness 
More workshops on recycled materials need to be conducted in order to increase 
awareness among various stakeholders. The government should offer free training and 
education regarding the use of recycled materials in construction to all parties involved in 
the construction industry. 
5.4.4 Economical incentives 
Taxes on recycled materials and recycling plants should be reduced In addition to this, 
tax reductions for all those companies who utilize recycled materials should be effected 
by the government. Such incentives would encourage the use as well as the production of 
recycled materials. 
5.4.5 Further research 
Further research should be conducted on establishing effective secondary markets in the 
South African construction industry, as well as ways of enforcing effective waste 
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CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITON WASTE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Company Name: ____________________________________ __ 
Respondent Name: __________________________ _ 
Contact Details: _______________________________ _ 
Respondent's Position Held:. ____________________________ _ 
1. Can recycled materials replace plimary matelials in construction? 
Strongly agree 1 234 Strongly disagree 
2. Recycled materials used in construction are durable. 
Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 Strongly disagree 
3. The quality of recycled materials in relation to primary materials is equivalent. 
Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 Strongly disagree 
4. Suppliers of recycled materials advertise their products effectively. 
Strongly agree 2 3 4 Strongly disagree 
5. Suppliers of recycled materials offer a delivery service. 
Strongly agree 2 3 4 Strongly disagree 
6. Recycled materials are easily accessed by the consumers. 
Strongly agree 2 3 4 Strongly disagree 
7. High landfill taxes encourage illegal dumping of construction and demolition waste. 
Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 Strongly disagree 
8. Reducing taxation on recycled materials will encourage the use of these materials. 
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Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 Strongly disagree 
9. If the South African Government offered Income Tax exemption as an incentive for the 
purchasing of recycled materials, the use of these materials would be encouraged. 
Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 Strongly disagree 
10. Landfill taxes have a Significant impact on the operating cost of the company. 
Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 Strongly disagree 
11. The South African Bureau of Standards (SABS) plays a vital role in discouraging the use of 
recycled materials. 
Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 Strongly disagree 
12. The selection of the recycled materials to be used in construction would be easier if all 
recycled materials had a specific benchmark against which to be measured. 
Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 Strongly disagree 
13. The briefing stage in the design phase influences the choice to or not to utilize recycled 
materials in construction. 
Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 Strongly disagree 
14. The client plays a crucial role in determining the type of material used in construction. 
Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 Strongly disagree 
15. The knowledge and experience of the design team influences whether recycled materials are 
selected for construction. 
Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 Strongly disagree 
(IF THE COMPANY IS NOT USING RECYCLED MATERIALS, PLEASE ANSWER QUESTION 17. 
IF THE COMPANY IS USING RECYCLED MATERIALS PLEASE COMPLETE QUESTION 18~21.) 













19. Why does the company use recycled materials? 
--,-------- ------------ -----
--,----- ----, ---------------------------




Please send the completed questionnaire to: 
Mr. Kamil Delaware 
9 Mariendahl Court. Boundary Road 
Newlands 
7700 
Cell: 082 7284 696 
TeVFax:0216898024 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION 
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